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L HISTORIC REHABILITATION TAX CREDITS
A. Overview of Federal Historic Tax Credits
I Amount and Timing of Credit -- Section 47 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as
amended (the "Code"), allows a credit for any taxable year equal to the sum of 10% of
the "qualified rehabilitation expenditures" for any "qualified rehabilitated building" other
than "certified historic structures," and 20% of the "qualified rehabilitation expenditures"
for "certified historic structures." The expenditures must be incurred in a 24-month
period selected by the taxpayer (in accordance with the Treasury Regulations), ending
within the year the building is "placed in service." The building must be placed in
service during the taxable year for which the credit is claimed. The credit is claimed on
IRS Form 3468 (Investment Credit), filed with the tax return for the year in which the
credit is claimed.
2. Limitations on Use of Credit
a. Limitation Based on Amount of Tax -- Section 38(c) of the Code generally
limits the amount of business credit that a taxpayer may take in a given taxable
year. The credit allowed may not exceed the excess (if any) of the taxpayer's net
income over the greater of (1) the tentative minimum tax for the taxable year, or
(2) 25% of so much of the taxpayer's tax liability as exceeds $25,000.
b. Passive Credit Limitations -- If the taxpayer is an individual, personal service
corporation, estate or trust, passive credits can only be applied to offset a
taxpayer's tax liability resulting from passive income. However, certain widely-
held C corporations are not subject to these rules.
c. At-Risk Limitations -- Section 49 of the Code provides "at-risk" rules that limit
the ability of individuals and certain closely-held C corporations to utilize credits.
These rules generally do not apply to widely-held C corporations.
3. Carryback and Carryforward of Unused Credits -- Under section 39 of the Code, if
the amount of credits carried forward from prior tax years plus the current taxable year
credit exceeds the section 38(c) limitation for the current year, the excess generally can
be carried back to the previous taxable year and carried forward to each of the next 20
taxable years, to the extent that the excess can be used in those years.
4. Definition of Qualified Rehabilitated Building -- A "qualified rehabilitated building" is
generally defined in section 47(c)(1)(A) of the Code as any building (including its
structural components) that has been "substantially rehabilitated," was placed in service
before the beginning of the rehabilitation, and for which depreciation (or amortization) is
allowable. For buildings other than "certified historic structures," the definition
additionally requires the building to have been placed in service before 1936, and that in
the rehabilitation process, at least 50% of the external walls must remain in place as
external walls, at least 75% of the external walls must remain in place as external or
internal walls, and at least 75% of the existing internal structural framework must remain
in place. The Treasury Regulations provide definitions of "external wall" and "internal
structural framework" as well as criteria for calculating the percentage of existing walls
and framework remaining. Treas. Reg. § 1.48-12(b)(3)(i)(D).
a. Building -- The Code does not provide a definition of "building" for this purpose;
however Treasury Regulations issued under earlier Code provisions define
"building" and distinguish between that term and other "structures" that are not
"buildings" and therefore cannot qualify as "qualified rehabilitated buildings."
Under Treasury Regulations section 1.48-l(e)(1), a "building" is "any structure or
edifice enclosing a space within its walls, and usually covered by a roof, the
purpose of which is, for example, to provide shelter or housing, or to provide
working, office, parking, display, or sales space." The term specifically includes
apartment houses, factory and office buildings, warehouses, barns, garages,
railway or bus stations, and stores. Certain "structural components" of a building
(i.e., parts of the building such as walls, floors and ceilings, and mechanical
components) may be included, but the term "building" expressly does not include
other "structures" such as oil and gas storage tanks, grain storage bins, silos,
fractionating towers, blast furnaces, coke ovens, and brick kilns.
b. Substantially Rehabilitated -- A building is "substantially rehabilitated" only if
the "qualified rehabilitation expenditures" during the 24-month period selected by
the taxpayer exceed the greater of the adjusted basis of the building (and its
structural components) or $5,000. The basis is determined as of the beginning of
the first day of the 24-month period, or of the holding period of the building,
whichever is later.
5. Definition of Oualified Rehabilitation Expenditure
a. General -- A "qualified rehabilitation expenditure" is any amount properly
chargeable to capital account in connection with the rehabilitation of a "qualified
rehabilitated building" for which depreciation under section 168 of the Code is
allowed and which is (1) nonresidential real property, (2) residential rental
property, (3) real property with a class life of more than 12.5 years, or (4) is an
addition or improvement to one of the previous types of property. I.R.C. §
47(c)(2)(A).
b. Acquisition Cost Excluded -- The definition of "qualified rehabilitation
expenditure" expressly excludes "the cost of acquiring any building or interest
therein." Where the taxpayer acquires a building after another person has
incurred "qualified rehabilitation expenditures," however, the regulations allow
the taxpayer to be treated as having incurred the expenditures if the building was
not used after the rehabilitation expenditures were incurred and no one other than
the taxpayer is claiming the credit. Treas. Reg. § 1.48-12(c)(3)(ii).
c. Enlargement Expenditures Excluded -- "Qualified rehabilitation expenditures"
do not include "any expenditure attributable to the enlargement of an existing
building." The Treasury Regulations provide that a building is "enlarged" to the
extent that its total volume is increased. Where expenditures only partially
qualify because some are used for enlarging the building, the expenditures must
be specifically allocated between the original portion of the building and the
enlargement to the extent possible. Treas. Reg. §§ 1.48-12(c)(7)(iii) and (c)(10).
d. Certain Demolition Costs Excluded -- Section 280B of the Code disallows
deductions for any amount expended for demolition of any structure, and requires
these costs to instead be treated as charged to capital account for the land on
which the demolished structure was located. Costs of demolition that result in
complete removal of the building do not qualify for the rehabilitation credit. If
the building still exists after some demolition, however, the costs of the
demolition may qualify.
e. Certified Rehabilitation -- "Qualified rehabilitation expenditures" generally do
not include expenditures for rehabilitating a "certified historic structure" unless
the rehabilitation is a "certified rehabilitation." I.R.C. § 47(c)(2)(B)(iv). A
"certified rehabilitation" is a rehabilitation of a "certified historic structure" that
the Secretary of the Interior has certified to the Secretary of the Treasury as being
"consistent with the historic character of such property or the district in which
such property is located." I.R.C. § 47(c)(2)(C). The property owner must submit
a "Historic Preservation Certification Application" to the National Park Service of
the Department of the Interior in accordance with its regulations, and the National
Park Service will determine whether the rehabilitation meets the "Secretary of the
Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation." See I.C below for a description of the
application and review process.
f. Tax-Exempt Use Property -- Expenditures for rehabilitating property that is
"tax-exempt use property" under section 168(h) of the Code are not "qualified
rehabilitation expenditures." This exclusion is covered in more detail in I.D.
below.
g. Certain Expenditures of Lessee -- Expenditures of a lessee of a building are not
"qualified rehabilitation expenditures" if on the date the rehabilitation is
completed the remaining term of the lease (not including any renewal periods) is
less than the recovery period determined under section 168(c) of the Code. I.R.C.
§ 47(c)(2)(B)(iv). This generally means that for nonresidential real property, the
remaining term of the lease must be at least 39 years, and for residential real
property the remaining term must be at least 271/2 years.
6. Definition of Certified Historic Structure -- Under section 47(c)(3) of the Code, a
building can be a "certified historic structure" if it is either listed in the National Register
or is located in a "registered historic district" and certified as being "of historic
significance to the district."
a. Listed in National Re2ister --The National Register of Historic Places is
maintained by the Department of the Interior under the National Historic
Preservation Act. The cumulative list of properties in the National Register is
published annually in the Federal Register.
b. Located in Registered District and Certified to Be of Historic Significance to
the District -- Even if the building is not itself listed in the National Register, it
can be a "certified historic structure" if it is located in a "registered historic
district" and "certified to be of historic significance" to the district. A "registered
historic district" is a district that is either:
(i) listed in the National Register, or
(ii) both:
(A) designated under a state or local statute certified by the Secretary
of the Interior as containing criteria that will substantially achieve
the purpose of preserving and rehabilitating buildings of historic
significance to the district, and
(B) certified by the Secretary of the Interior as meeting substantially of
the requirements for the listing of Districts in the National
Register. Department of Interior regulations set forth criteria for
evaluating structures within "registered historic districts" to
determine whether the structure should be certified as being "of
historic significance to the district."
7. Pass-Through Election by Lessor -- The Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1990, P.L. 101-
508 ("1990 RRA"), repealed former Code section 48(d), which provided a pass-through
election allowing the lessor of a property that otherwise qualified for the rehabilitation
credit to pass the credit through to the lessee. Section 50(d) of the Code, however, states
that the rules in effect prior to the 1990 RRA continue to apply for purposes of this
provision. To pass the credit through to the lessee, the Treasury Regulations require that
the property be "section 38 property" in the hands of the lessor and may not be "short-
term lease property."
8. Progress Expenditures -- If a building is being rehabilitated and the "normal
rehabilitation period" for the building is two years or more, and it is "reasonable to
expect" that the building will be a "qualified rehabilitated building" in the hands of the
taxpayer when it is placed into service, section 47(d) of the Code allows the taxpayer to
irrevocably elect to use a special accounting method for the qualified rehabilitation
expenditures. Rather than taking the credit in the year the building is "placed into
service," if the building is a "self-rehabilitated building," the taxpayer can take the
qualified rehabilitation expenditures into account for the taxable year in which the
expenditure is properly chargeable to capital account. If the building is not a "self-
rehabilitated building," the expenditure is taken into account for the taxable year in which
it was paid.
a. Normal Rehabilitation Period -- For the purposes of this provision, the "normal
rehabilitation period" means the period reasonably expected to be required to
rehabilitate the building from the time physical work begins and ending on the
date the building is expected to be available to place in service.
b. Self-Rehabilitated Building -- A "self-rehabilitating building" is one for which it
is reasonable to believe that more than half of the qualified rehabilitation
expenditures will be made directly by the taxpayer.
9. Effect of Credit on Basis -- Section 50(c) of the Code requires that the basis of the
property must be reduced by the amount of the rehabilitation credit. If the building is
subject to the credit recapture provisions discussed immediately below, then the basis
immediately before the event causing recapture (e.g., sale or other disposition) is
increased by the recapture amount.
10. Recapture of Credit -- If the rehabilitated building is disposed of or "otherwise ceases to
be investment credit property with respect to the taxpayer" within five years after the
building was placed in service, the credit previously claimed is recaptured by increasing
the taxpayer's tax by the amount of total credit taken for rehabilitation expenditures,
multiplied by a "recapture percentage" determined based on the holding period of the
property. The recapture amount decreases by 20% for each year up to five years, so that
if the property is disposed (or otherwise ceases to qualify) within one year after being
placed in service, 100% of the credit is recaptured; if during the second year, 80% is
recaptured; if during the third year, 60% is recaptured, and so forth. Any carryback or
carryover amounts also must be adjusted. I.R.C. § 50(a).
B. Overview of Virginia Historic Tax Credits
Virginia Code section 58.1-339.2 contains the Virginia historic rehabilitation tax credit.
Section 58.1-339.2(E) authorizes the Director of the Department of Historic Resources
(the "DHR") to establish regulations setting forth "the extent to which the availability of
the credit provided by this section is coextensive with the availability of the federal tax
credit for the rehabilitation of certified historic resources." The DHR is operating the
program under regulations proposed for addition as a new Chapter 30 in the DHR
regulations in Title 17 of the Virginia Administrative Code.
1. Amount and Timing of Credit -- The credit allowed is 25% of "eligible rehabilitation
expenses" incurred in the "material rehabilitation" of a "certified historic structure." The
eligible rehabilitation expenses must be incurred in a 24-month period selected by the
taxpayer that ends within the completion year. The credit must be claimed in the year the
rehabilitation is completed. To claim the credit, the taxpayer must apply to the DHR,
which determines the amount of eligible rehabilitation expenses and issues a "certificate
of rehabilitation" to the taxpayer, as discussed further below in I.C. The taxpayer must
attach the certificate to the Virginia tax return on which the credit is claimed.
2. Carryforward of Unused Credits -- If the amount of the credit exceeds the taxpayer's
tax liability for the taxable year, the amount in excess of the tax liability may be carried
over into the next ten taxable years or until the full credit is used, whichever occurs first.
There is no carryback of Virginia credits.
3. Allocation of Credit Among Partners -- Credits granted to a partnership or electing
small business corporation (S corporation) must be passed through to and allocated
among all partners or shareholders, either in proportion to their ownership interest in the
entity or as the partners or shareholders mutually agree as provided in an executed
document, on a form prescribed by the Director of the DHR.
4. Definition of Certified Historic Structure -- A "certified historic structure" means a
property listed individually on the Virginia Landmarks Register, or certified by the
Director of the DHR as contributing to the historic significance of a historic district that
is listed on the Virginia Landmarks Register, or certified by the Director of the DHR as
meeting the criteria for listing on the Virginia Landmarks Register.
5. Definition of Eligible Rehabilitation Expense -- An "eligible rehabilitation expense"
means expenses incurred in the "material rehabilitation" of a "certified historic structure"
and added to the property's capital account.
6. Definition of Material Rehabilitation -- "Material rehabilitation" means improvements
or reconstruction consistent with "The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for
Rehabilitation," the cost of which incurred in the 24-month period selected by the
taxpayer amounts to at least 50% of the assessed value of the building for local real estate
tax purposes for the year prior to the initial expenditure of any rehabilitation expenses,
unless the building is an "owner-occupied building," in which case the cost must amount
to at least 25%. An "owner-occupied building" is any building used as a personal
residence by the owner. To meet this criteria, the proposed regulations require that the
owner use at least 75% of the building as his or her personal residence, or that this
amount of the building is available to the owner for occupancy at least 75% of the year.
17 V.A.C. § 1-30-120 (proposed).
7. Pass-Through Election by Lessor -- Proposed regulation 10 V.A.C. § 10-30-110(F)
allows a taxpayer to elect to treat a tenant as having incurred the rehabilitation expenses
and therefore claim the credit, provided the term of the lease is at least five years. The
lessor must so elect on the application for the certificate of rehabilitation.
8. Phased Rehabilitation -- If the rehabilitation may reasonably be expected to be
completed in phases (i.e., it consists of two or more distinct stages of development) set
forth in a plan of rehabilitation submitted with the initial application to the DHR, the
rehabilitation costs may be incurred in a 60-month period rather than the 24-month
period. 17 V.A.C. § 10-30-100(A) (proposed).
9. Differences between Virginia and Federal Programs
a. Amount of Credit -- The federal credit is 10% of the "qualified rehabilitation
expenditures" for any "qualified rehabilitated building" other than "certified
historic structures," and 20% of the "qualified rehabilitation expenditures" for
"certified historic structures." The Virginia credit is 25% of "eligible
rehabilitation expenses" incurred in the "material rehabilitation" of any "certified
historic structure."
b. Limitations on Use of Credit -- Unless the taxpayer is a widely-held C
corporation, the federal credit may be of limited use to the taxpayer. The Virginia
credit is not subject to those limitations.
c. Amount of Expenditure -- To qualify for the credit under the Federal program,
the project must be a "substantial rehabilitation", which is one exceeding the
owner's adjusted basis in the building, or $5000, whichever is greater. For the
Virginia program, the rehabilitation expenses must be at least 25% of the assessed
value for owner-occupied buildings, and at least 50% of the assessed value for all
other eligible structures.
d. Tax-Exempt Use Property -- As discussed below under I.D., properties subject
to certain uses by tax-exempt entities are not eligible for the federal credit. The
Virginia program does not contain this limitation.
e. Personal Residences -- As discussed above in I.A.5., the federal credit is
available only to buildings for which depreciation (or amortization) is allowable.
Personal residences are therefore not eligible for the federal credit. The Virginia
program, however, allows the credit for any "certified historic structure," which
can include an "owner-occupied building," defined as a building used as a
personal residence by the owner.
Recapture of Credits -- As discussed above in I.A.10., the federal program
requires the taxpayer's tax to be increased by the amount of any credit taken if the
building is disposed of within the five years following the placed-in-service date.
The Virginia program contains no recapture provision.
g. Allocation of Credit Among Partners -- As described in II.B.3. above, the
Virginia proposed regulations allow credits granted to a partnership to be passed
through to and allocated among all partners as the partners mutually agree. The
federal credit generally must be allocated among the partners the same way that
net profits are allocated among the partners.
C. Application and Review Process
To claim the federal 10% credit for "qualified rehabilitated buildings" other than
"certified historic structures," the taxpayer need only submit IRS Form 3468 with the tax
return for that taxable year, except in cases where the building is located in a registered
historic district, in which case the taxpayer must additionally obtain certification from the
National Park Service ("NPS") that the building is not "of historic significance" to the
district. Treas. Reg. § 1.48-12(d)(5). To claim either the federal 20% credit for "certified
historic structures" or the Virginia credit, the owner of the property must apply for
certification that the property is a historic structure and the rehabilitation project must be
reviewed and certified for compliance with the "Secretary of the Interior's Standards for
Rehabilitation." A copy of the "Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation"
are attached as Exhibit A.
The federal and Virginia application processes for certifying a rehabilitation of a certified
historic structure are substantially similar and each involve three steps, as discussed
immediately below. The federal application is reviewed by NPS in accordance with the
National Register regulations; the Virginia application is reviewed by the DHR in
accordance with Virginia Register regulations. If you are applying for the federal credit
in addition to the Virginia credit, both the federal and Virginia applications are submitted
at the same time. See Exhibits B and C for copies of the application forms and
instructions.
1. Part 1 -- Evaluation of Significance
a. Virginia -- The first part of the Virginia application is DHR Form TC-1, which
requests the DHR to evaluate and certify the historic significance of the property.
(i) If the property is individually listed on the Virginia Landmarks Register, it
is a certified historic structure. 17 V.A.C. § 10-30-30(B) (proposed). The
applicant in such a case need not complete the Evaluation of Significance
portion of Part 1 of the application, although all applicants must complete
the first page of Part 1, providing contact information and general
information about the property.
(ii) If the property is located in a registered historic district, the applicant must
complete all of Part 1 of the application to request that the DHR determine
whether the property is "of historic significance" to the district. 17 V.A.C.
§ 10-30-30(C) (proposed).
(iii) If the property is not listed in the Virginia Landmarks Register, the
applicant may request a determination from the DHR that the property
meets the criteria for listing. The DHR will then provide a written
notification of its determination. 17 V.A.C. § 10-30-30(F) (proposed).
The determinations of historic significance and eligibility for listing are
done in accordance with the criteria of proposed regulation 17 VA.C. §
10-30-40.
b. Federal -- The regulations for requesting NPS certification of significance are
found in 36 C.F.R. Part 67. The fee simple owner of the property must apply
using NPS form 10-168a. The Federal regulations generally require an evaluation
of significance only for historic structures that are not individually listed in the
National Register. As with the Virginia program, the owner must request an
evaluation of significance to determine:
(i) That a property located within a registered historic district is of historic
significance to such district; or
(ii) That a property located within a registered historic district is not of
historic significance to such district; or
(iii) That a property not yet on the National Register appears to meet National
Register criteria; or
(iv) That a property located within a potential historic district appears to
contribute to the significance of such district.
36 C.F.R. 67.4.
2. Part 2 -- Description of Rehabilitation
a. Virginia -- Part 2 of the application, DHR Form TC-2, provides detailed
information, including "before" photographs, of the rehabilitation that will
actually take place. A "plan of rehabilitation" must also accompany the
application. 17 V.A.C. § 10-30-50(B) (proposed). The DHR will then determine
whether the rehabilitation project will be consistent with the "Secretary of the
Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation" and notify the application if it determines
that the project does not meet the standards. 17 V.A.C. § 10-30-50(D)
(proposed).
b. Federal -- To initiate review of a rehabilitation project for certification purposes,
the owner must complete part 2 of NPS form 10-168a. The information required
is very similar to that required by Virginia's form. The owner must provide
detailed descriptions of the rehabilitation project, including "before" photographs.
The NPS will then determine whether the rehabilitation project will be consistent
with the "Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation."
3. Part 3 -- Request for Certification of Completed Work
a. Virginia -- Part 3 of the application is submitted upon completion of the
rehabilitation to request that the DHR certify that the work has been completed.
The owner must submit "after" photographs and explanations of the
rehabilitation. Once the DHR certifies the rehabilitation, it will issue a
"certificate of rehabilitation" identifying the credit allowed. The taxpayer must
file this certificate with the Virginia tax return on which the credit is claimed.
b. Federal -- The federal requirements are very similar to the Virginia requirements.
The owner must complete part 3 of NPS form 10-168a and provide "after"
photographs. To claim the credit after the NPS has certified the complete work as
meeting the "Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation," the
taxpayer must enter on IRS Form 3468 the assigned NPS project number or the
pass-through entity's employer identification number, and the date that NPS
approved the Request for Certification of Completed Work, and submit the form
with the tax return for that taxable year.
4. Application Fees -- All applicants must remit the appropriate fees; no certification
decisions will be issued to any applicant until the fees are submitted. The fees charged
for reviewing certification requests depend on the amount of rehabilitation costs. There
are separate fees for review of Part 2 and Part 3 of the application; no fee is charged for
Part 1.
a. Virginia -- Where the costs are less than $50,000 the fee is waived for Part 2 and
is $100 for Part 3; the maximum fee is $1,500 each for Parts 2 and 3 where
rehabilitation costs are $1 million or more. The DHIR aims to complete reviews
within 30 days of receiving a complete, adequately documented application, but a
complete and "fully documented" application may be expedited and reviewed
within five days, for an extra fee. 17 V.A.C. § 10-30-80(B) (proposed).
b. Federal -- The fee for review of proposed or ongoing rehabilitation projects for
projects over $20,000 is $250. The fees for review of completed rehabilitation
projects are based on the dollar amount of the costs attributed solely to the
rehabilitation of the certified historic structure as provided by the owner in the
Request for Certification of Completed Work as follows:
Fee Size of rehabilitation
$500 $20,000 to $99,999
$800 $100,000 to $499,999
$1,500 $500,000 to $999,999
$2,500 $1,000,000 or more
D. Special Rules for Tax-Exempt Entities
General Rule -- Section 47(c)(2)(B)(v) of the Code excludes from the definition of
"qualified rehabilitation expenditure" any expenditure allocable to any portion of the
property that is or may reasonably be expected to be "tax-exempt use property" as
defined in section 168(h) of the Code. The Virginia credit does not have a similar rule.
The term "tax-exempt use property" includes that portion of the property leased to a tax-
exempt entity in a "disqualified lease."
a. DisQualified Lease -- The term disqualified lease means any lease of the property
to a tax-exempt entity, but only if:
(i) part or all of the property was financed (directly or indirectly) by an
obligation the interest on which is exempt from tax under section 103(a) of
the Code and the entity (or a related entity) participated in such financing,
(ii) under the lease there is a fixed or determinable price purchase or sale
option which involves the entity (or a related entity) or there is the
equivalent of such an option,
(iii) the lease has a lease term in excess of 20 years, or
(iv) the lease occurs after a sale (or other transfer) of the property by, or lease
of the property from, the entity (or a related entity) and the property has
been used by the entity (or a related entity) before the sale (or other
transfer) or lease.
b. 35% Threshold Test -- If the portion of the property leased to tax-exempt
entities in "disqualified leases" is no more than 35% of the property, the property
is not considered "tax-exempt use property." I.R.C. § 168(h)(1)(B)(iii). Although
an expenditure allocable to "tax-exempt use property" is not a "qualified
rehabilitation expenditure," and is therefore ineligible for credit, it may still be
taken into account for purposes of determining whether a building has been
"substantially rehabilitated." Treas. Reg. 1.48-12(c)(7)(vi). If more than 35% of
the building is leased to an exempt entity, however, that portion of the credit will
not be allowed. For example, if a taxpayer spends $30,000 rehabilitating a
building, and then leases 2/3 of it to a tax-exempt entity such that 2/3 of the
building is tax-exempt use property, the taxpayer may claim the rehabilitation
credit only on $10,000 of the rehabilitation expenses.
c. Exception for Short-Term Leases -- Property is not considered "tax-exempt use
property" merely by reason of a "short-term lease." A short-term lease means any
lease the term of which is:
(i) less than three years, and
(ii) less than the greater of one year or 30% of the property's present class life.
d. Exception Where Property Used in an Unrelated Trade or Business -- The
term tax-exempt use property does not include any portion of the property
predominantly used by the tax-exempt entity (directly or through a partnership of
which such entity is a partner) in an unrelated trade or business the income of
which is subject to tax under section 511 of the Code.
2. Property Leased to a Partnership -- Section 168(h) of the Code provides a special rule
for property which is leased to a partnership. Under this rule, the determination of
whether any portion of such property is tax-exempt use property is made by treating each
tax-exempt entity partner's "proportionate share" of such property as being leased to such
partner.
a. Proportionate Share -- A tax-exempt entity's proportionate share is determined
on the basis of such entity's share of partnership items of income or gain
(excluding gain allocated under section 704(c) of the Code), whichever results in
the largest proportionate share. If a tax-exempt entity's share of partnership items
of income or gain varies during the period such entity is a partner in the
partnership, such share is the highest share such entity may receive.
b. Tax-Exempt Controlled Entity -- For purpose of this special rule, any tax-
exempt controlled entity is treated as a tax-exempt entity unless the tax-exempt
controlled entity makes a special election. A tax-exempt controlled entity is any
corporation (which is not a tax-exempt entity) if 50% or more (in value) of the
stock in such corporation is held by one or more tax-exempt entities. If the tax-
exempt controlled entity makes the special election, any gain recognized by a tax-
exempt entity on any disposition of an interest in the tax-exempt controlled entity
(and any dividend or interest received or accrued by a tax-exempt entity from
such tax-exempt controlled entity) will be treated as unrelated business taxable
income for purposes of section 511 of the Code.
3. Property Owned by a Partnership -- Section 168(h) of the Code also provides a special
rule for property owned by a partnership which has both a tax-exempt entity (or tax-
exempt controlled entity) and a person who is not a tax-exempt entity as partners. Under
this rule, the property can be treated as tax-exempt use property in certain circumstances
even if the property is not leased to a tax-exempt entity. Specifically, if any allocation to
a tax-exempt entity of partnership items is not a "qualified allocation," the tax-exempt
entity's "proportionate share" of the partnership's property (except property
predominately used by the tax-exempt entity in an unrelated trade or business the income
of which is subject to tax under section 511 of the Code) will be deemed to be tax-exempt
use property.
a. Oualified Allocation -- A qualified allocation means any allocation to a tax-
exempt entity which (i) is consistent with such entity's being allocated the same
distributive share of each item of income, gain, loss, deduction, credit, and basis
and such share remains the same during the entire period the entity is a partner in
the partnership and (ii) has substantial economic effect within the meaning of
section 704(b)(2) of the Code.
b. Proportionate Share -- A tax-exempt entity's proportionate share is determined
on the basis of such entity's share of partnership items of income or gain
(excluding gain allocated under section 704(c) of the Code), whichever results in
the largest proportionate share. If a tax-exempt entity's share of partnership items
of income or gain varies during the period such entity is a partner in the
partnership, such share is the highest share such entity may receive.
E. Example of Syndication of Historic Tax Credits
Re:
Commitment Letter
Dear
([Investor]) appreciates the opportunity to provide a commitment for the
in . This memorandum outlines the general terms of [Investor's]
proposed investment in a project partnership to be formed and of a tax credit purchase
agreement, but does not include all of the terms and conditions of final documentation.
Property Information and Assumptions:
The building at is a 7-story, concrete structure, originally built in 1926.
The renovation will include complete demolition of interior improvements of the 1 st floor lobby
area, and the introduction of all new mechanical, electrical and plumbing systems. New
construction will include a structured parking garage providing on-site parking for 123
automobiles.
Construction start is scheduled for 2005 with completion 17 months later in
2006.
The property will be substantially rehabilitated in accordance with the standards set by the
Secretary of the Interior in order to qualify eligible expenditures for Federal and State
rehabilitation tax credits. All approvals in this regard have been or will be received by the
Partnership prior to admission of [Investor].
The development costs of the project, including acquisition costs, are expected to be
approximately $ , $ of which will qualify the project for federal
rehabilitation tax credits of approximately $. and Virginia state rehabilitation tax
credits of approximately $
General Partner:
or related entity as .01%. [Investor] equity investment will earn its position as
99.99% Limited Partner in the single-entity, ownership position.
Federal Equity Capital:
[Investor] proposes to provide equity capital of $ based on the following formula. In
the event that more or fewer credits are awarded, then the Equity Amount may be adjusted based
on the price per credit as detailed below:
Credit Type Credit Amt. $/Credit Equity Amt.
Federal Historic $__ $ $_
Federal Equity Pay-in:
[Investor] proposes to provide federal tax credit equity capital of $. over 6
installments. It is anticipated that the timing of our funds will be the following:
* At the later of Part I approval from the National Park Service, closing of the Partnership
Agreement and all other project related financing: %, or $_;
" At the later of 100% Construction Completion, Part III approval from the National Park
Service or 366 days after placed-in-service date: _%, or $_ ;
* Twelve months thereafter: %, or $_ ;
" Twelve months thereafter: % or $__ ;
* Twelve months thereafter: %, or $______
* Twelve months thereafter: %, or $
Note: Such funds will only be payable if the project partnership is not in default on its financial
or partnership related obligations.
State Historic Tax Credits:
[Investor] will buy the estimated $ of project-associated State Rehabilitation Tax
credits upon delivery according to the following pricing and schedule:
Li 2006 SHTCs Delivered on or before December 1, 2006: $-/$1 .00 credit
* '06 SHTCs Delivered December 2, 2006 - March 1, 2007 $/$1.00 credit
*i '07 SHTC's Delivered January 1, 2007 - October 1, 2007: $__/$1.00 credit
Li Thereafter ........................ . $_ reduction/month
Other Financing:
Permanent debt for the property will be of a size, rate and amortization acceptable to [Investor]
generating stabilized debt service coverage of no less than 1.20x.
All other debt commitments, if any, will be in form and substance acceptable to [Investor].
Developer Fee:
It is anticipated that the project may generate a Developer Fee of up to 20% of eligible
development costs. The scheduled funding of Developer Fee will be based on final project
sources and uses as approved by [Investor].
Any Deferred Developer Fee will be funded out of cash flow as a priority distribution after all
other operating expenses, debt service obligations and investor preferred return.
Legal Fees:
[Investor] agrees to pay its own legal fees in connection with the closing of this transaction based
upon agreed-upon assumptions to be negotiated.
Deal Structure:
This commitment proposes a "single entity structure" for the purpose of allocating the historic
tax credits to [Investor], which will be a 99.9% Limited Partner in a Partnership to be formed.
Economic Benefits:
"i Depreciation and net losses shall flow to [Investor] per its ownership interest percentage
" [Investor] will receive a priority distribution of cash flow equal to 2.5% of its capital
investment amount on an annual basis. Said 2.5% will be due on the equity invested for
the twelve months prior.
o [Investor] will receive 99.9% of net profits, after payment of any Deferred Developer fee
and incentive management fee to the General Partner.
Cash Flow Priority:
Cash flow will be allocated in the following order:
* Operating expenses, debt service and management fees
* Tax equivalency payment
0 2.5% priority return to [Investor]
* Partnership reserve requirements
* Deferred Developer Fee, if applicable
a Incentive management fee, if applicable
* Balance distributed 99% to [Investor] and 1% to General Partner
Exit Strategy: [Investor] shall have a put option after the sixtieth (60 T) month from the
point at which the subject is placed in service, to sell its interest to the
General Partner for a price equal to 15% of the total capital investment
made by [Investor].
Guarantees:
It is expected that will guarantee the priority return and the Put price. If
cannot or will not do so, [Investor] will consider a method of securing said
components of its economic benefit through its own equity funds. In such a way, it could ensure
that its priority distribution and Put proceeds are available for disbursement only to [Investor]
from its own equity dollars.
This is subject to review and approval by [Investor] legal counsel.
Conditions and Contingencies:
[Investor's] investment obligations described herein are subject to its review and approval of the
following:
1. Yield on subject investment as illustrated by financial model generated by accounting
firm approved by [Investor].
2. Attorney review and approval of all real estate, construction, and other legal
documents and contracts pertaining to the project included but not limited to the
management agreement, architect and contractor's agreements, all consultant
agreements, environmental reports, title insurance, and survey.
3. Attorney review and approval of all terms and conditions of all financing for the
Project.
4. Complete satisfaction of all conditions required by the Partnership Agreement.
ACCEPTANCE:
[Investor] can cancel or modify this commitment in the event that this letter is not accepted and
returned to it by 5:00 p.m. CST on __ Project closing must occur by December 31, 2004 or
this commitment is null and void.
General Partner agrees to pay all expenses associated with [Investor's] proposed investment and
the investment closing whether the Partnership closes or not including all title insurance,
environmental reports, appraisal fees, accountant's fees, accounting fees and [Investor's]
Inspecting Architect, if applicable.
We are delighted to be party to redevelopment and look forward to working with
you on this very exciting project.
Sincerely,
F. Due Diligence Checklist for Historic Tax Credit Investors
Is the structure a "Certified Historic Structure"?
" Va.Code § 58.1-339.2(D) defines a "Certified Historic Structure" as a "property listed
individually on the Virginia Landmarks Register, or certified by the Director of the
Virginia Department of Historic Resources as contributing to the historic significance of
a historic district that is listed on the Virginia Landmarks Register or certified by the
Director of the Virginia Department of Historic Resources as meeting the criteria for
listing on the Virginia Landmarks Register."
* If a property is not listed on the Virginia Landmarks Register, a determination may be
requested from the Department of Historic Resources as to whether the property meets
the criteria for listing on the Virginia Landmarks Register. The Department of Historic
Resources will provide written notification to the applicant of determinations of
eligibility. Individual properties determined by the Department of Historic Resources to
be eligible for listing in the Virginia Landmarks Register are Certified Historic
Structures. Proposed 17 VAC 10-30-30(F).
Is the manner of rehabilitation eligible for the tax credit?
Va.Code § 58.1-339.2(D) defines material rehabilitation as "improvements or
reconstruction consistent with "The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for
Rehabilitation," the cost of which amounts to at least fifty percent of the assessed
value of such building for local real estate tax purposes for the year prior to the initial
expenditure of any rehabilitation expenses, unless the building is an owner-occupied
building, in which case the cost shall amount to at least twenty-five percent of the
assessed value of such building for local real estate tax purposes for the year prior to
the initial expenditure of any rehabilitation expenses."
Is the property being used for its historic purpose or are the defining
characteristics of the subject to only minimal change?
Is the historic character and other distinctive historical features of a property
being retained and preserved?
Is the quality of materials, craftsmanship, and related new construction
commensurate with the quality of materials, craftsmanship, and design of the
historic structure?
Are the expenses incurred rehabilitating the structure eligible for the Historic
Rehabilitation Tax Credit?
* Va.Code § 58.1-339.2(D) defines eligible rehabilitation expenses as "expenses incurred
in the material rehabilitation of a certified historic structure and added to the property's
capital account."
o Amounts are properly chargeable to a capital account if they are properly
includible in computing the basis of real property under Treas. Reg. § 1.46-
3(c). Proposed 17 VAC 10-30-110(C).
* The following expenses are not eligible rehabilitation expenses under Proposed 17 VAC
10-30-1 10(D)(2):
o The acquisition cost of a building, any interest in a building (including a
leasehold interest) or land.
a Interest incurred on a construction loan the proceeds of which are used
for eligible rehabilitation expenditures (and which is added to the basis
of the property) is not treated as a cost of acquisition.
o Any expense attributable to an enlargement of a building.
o Any expense attributable to a non-certified rehabilitation.
Do the eligible rehabilitation expenses equal or exceed 50% of the assessed value of the
building for local real estate tax purposes, determined for the year before the start of
rehabilitation;
or
If the building is an owner-occupied building, do the eligible rehabilitation expenses
amount to at least twenty-five percent of the assessed value of the building for local real
estate tax purposes for the year before the start of rehabilitation?
* Examples from Proposed 17 VAC 10-30-120.
o Ex. 1. Certified historic structure has a 1996 tax assessment of $20,000 for the
land, $80,000 for the building; and a 1997 assessment of $20,000 for the land,
$70,000 for the building. Taxpayer submits a plan of rehabilitation on December
1, 1997. Taxpayer applies for a building permit for work to be done in
accordance with the plan of rehabilitation on December 15, 1997. Taxpayer
incurs eligible rehabilitation expenses in the amount of $37,500 pursuant to the
plan of rehabilitation. Rehabilitation is completed in 1999. Taxpayer is not
entitled to a tax credit because taxpayer's eligible rehabilitation expenses
($37,500) do not exceed fifty percent of the assessed value of the building in the
year prior to the start of rehabilitation ($40,000).
o Ex. 2. Same facts as above, except Taxpayer applies for the building permit on
January 2, 1998. Eligible rehabilitation expenses ($37,500) exceed fifty percent
of the assessed value of the building in the year prior to the start of rehabilitation
($35,000). Therefore, taxpayer is entitled to a credit of 20% (for completion in
1999) of $37,500.
II. LAND PRESERVATION TAX CREDITS
A. Overview of Land Preservation Tax Credits ("LPCs")
1. Amount of Credit -- Section 58.1-512 of the Virginia Code allows a credit (the "LPC")
against the income tax imposed on individuals and the income tax imposed on
corporations in the amount of 50% of the fair market value of any land or interest in land
located in Virginia which is conveyed for the purpose of agricultural and forestal use,
open space, natural resource, and/or biodiversity conservation, or land, agricultural,
watershed and/or historic preservation, as an unconditional donation in perpetuity by the
landowner/taxpayer to a public or private conservation agency eligible to hold such land
and interests therein for conservation or preservation purposes.
a. Land -- Land means real property, with or without improvements thereon; rights-
of-way, water and riparian rights; easements; privileges and all other rights or
interests of any land or description in, relating to or connected with real property.
b. Public or Private Conservation Agency -- A public or private conservation
agency means any Virginia governmental body, or any private not-for-profit
charitable corporation or trust authorized to do business in the Commonwealth
and organized and operated for natural resources, land conservation or historic
preservation purposes, and having tax-exempt status as a public charity under the
Code, and having the power to acquire, hold and maintain land and/or interests in
land for such purposes.
2. Qualified Appraisal -- The fair market value of qualified donations must be
substantiated by a "qualified appraisal" prepared by a "qualified appraiser," as those
terms are defined under the applicable federal law and regulations governing charitable
contributions. See ll.C. below for a discussion of the requirements of qualified
appraisals.
a. Long-Term Capital Gain Property -- The value of the donated interest in land
that qualifies for the LPC, as determined according to appropriate federal law and
regulations, is subject to the limits established by section 170(e) of the Code.
Under section 170(e), the amount of any charitable contribution of real property is
reduced by the amount of gain which would not have been long-term capital if the
property contributed had been sold by the contributor at its fair market value
(determined at the time of such contribution).
b. False or Fraudulent Overstatements of Value -- In order to qualify for the LPC,
the qualified appraisal shall be signed by the qualified appraiser, who must be
licensed in the Commonwealth of Virginia, and a copy of the appraisal shall be
submitted to the Department of Taxation. In the event that any appraiser falsely
or fraudulently overstates the value of the contributed property in an appraisal that
the appraiser has signed, the Department of Taxation may disallow further
appraisals signed by the appraiser and is required to refer the appraiser to the Real
Estate Appraiser Board for appropriate disciplinary action, which may include,
but need not be limited to, revocation of the appraiser's license. Any appraisal
that, upon audit by the Department of Taxation, is determined to be false or
fraudulent, may be disregarded by the Department of Taxation in determining the
fair market value of the property and the amount of the LPC to be allowed.
3. Annual Cap -- The annual amount of the LPC that may be claimed by a taxpayer cannot
exceed $100,000 (the cap was $50,000 for 2000 taxable years and $75,000 for 2001
taxable year). In addition, in any one taxable year the LPC used may not exceed the
amount of individual, fiduciary or corporate income tax otherwise due. Any portion of
the LPC which is unused in any one taxable year may be carried over for a maximum of
five consecutive taxable years following the taxable year in which the LPC originated
until fully expended.
4. Fee and Less-Than-Fee Interests in Real Property -- Qualified donations include the
conveyance in perpetuity of a fee interest in real property or a less-than-fee interest in
real property, such as a conservation restriction, preservation restriction, agricultural
preservation restriction, or watershed preservation restriction, provided that such less-
than-fee interest qualifies as a charitable deduction under section 170(h) of the Code. See
II.B. below for a discussion of the requirements of qualified easements.
a. Fulfilling Density Requirements -- Qualified donations do not include the
conveyance of a fee interest, or a less-than-fee interest, in real property that has
been dedicated for the purpose of fulfilling density requirements to obtain
approvals for zoning, subdivision, site plan, or building permits.
b. In Perpetuity -- The preservation, agricultural preservation, historic preservation
or similar use and purpose of such property must be assured in perpetuity.
c. Interest in Real Property -- An interest in real property means any right in real
property, including access thereto or improvements thereon, or water, including
but not limited to an open-space easement or conservation easement, provided
such interest complies with the requirements of section 170(h) of the Code, partial
interest, mineral right, remainder or future interest, or other interest or right in real
property.
5. Qualified Donees -- Qualified donations are eligible for the LPC if such donations are
made to the Commonwealth of Virginia, an instrumentality thereof, or a charitable
organization described in section 501(c)(3) of the Code if such charitable organization (i)
meets the requirements of section 509(a)(2) or (ii) meets the requirements of section
509(a)(3) and is controlled by an organization described in section 509(a)(2). Examples
of qualified donees include Virginia Outdoors Foundation, The Nature Conservancy,
Virginia Board of Historic Resources, The Chesapeake Bay Foundation, and Virginia
Eastern Shore Land Trust.
6. Other Limitations -- Any taxpayer claiming the LPC cannot claim a credit under any
similar Virginia law for costs related to the same project. To the extent the LPC is taken,
no subtraction allowed for the gain on the sale of (i) land dedicated to open-space use or
(ii) an easement dedicated to open-space use under section 58.1-322.C of the Virginia
Code is not allowed for three years following the year in which the LPC is taken.
7. Pass-Through to Partners, Members or S Corp Shareholders -- Any LPCs that arise
from the donation of land or an interest in land made by a pass-through tax entity such as
a trust, estate, partnership, limited liability company or partnership, limited partnership,
subchapter S corporation or other fiduciary may be used either by such entity if it is the
taxpayer on behalf of such entity or by the member, manager, partner, shareholder or
beneficiary, as the case may be, in proportion to their interest in such entity in the event
that income, deductions and tax liability pass through such entity to such member,
manager, partner, shareholder or beneficiary or as set forth in the agreement of the entity.
Such LPCs shall not be claimed by both the entity and the member, manager, partner,
shareholder or beneficiary for the same donation.
8. Transfers of LPCs -- Any taxpayer holding an LPC may transfer unused but otherwise
allowable LPC for use by another taxpayer on Virginia income tax returns. A taxpayer
who transfers any amount of the LPC must file a notification of such transfer to the
Department of Taxation in accordance with procedures and forms prescribed by the Tax
Commissioner. See Exhibit E for LPC Form.
9. Nonrecognition of Gain or Income Related to the LPC -- To the extent included in and
not otherwise subtracted from federal adjusted gross income pursuant section 58.1-322 of
the Virginia Code or federal taxable income pursuant to section 58.1-402 of the Virginia
Code, there shall be subtracted any amount of gain or income recognized by a taxpayer
on the application of the LPC against a Virginia income tax liability. The transfer of the
LPC and its application against a tax liability shall not create gain or loss for the
transferor or the transferee of such LPC.
10. Tax Matters Representative -- A pass-through tax entity, such as a partnership, limited
liability company or Subchapter S corporation, may appoint a tax matters representative,
who shall be a general partner, member/manager or shareholder, and register that
representative with the Tax Commissioner. The Tax Commissioner shall be entitled to
deal with the tax matters representative as representative of the taxpayers to whom the
LPCs have been allocated or transferred by the entity with respect to those LPCs. In the
event a pass-through tax entity allocates or transfers LPCs to its partners, members or
shareholders and the allocated or transferred LPCs shall be disallowed, in whole or in
part, such that an assessment of additional tax against a taxpayer shall be made, the Tax
Commissioner shall first make written demand for payment of any additional tax,
together with interest and penalties, from the tax matters representative. In the event such
payment demand is not satisfied, the Tax Commissioner shall proceed to collection
against the taxpayers in accordance with the provisions of section 58.1-1800 et seq.
B. Requirements of Oualified Easements
The conveyance of an easement will qualify for the LPC if it meets the requirements of
either (i) the Open-Space Land Act (sections 10.1-1700 to 1705 of the Virginia Code) or
(ii) the Virginia Conservation Easement Act (sections 10.1-1009 to 1016 of the Virginia
Code). In addition, the interest conveyed must comply with the requirements of section
170(h) of the Code.
1. Open-Space Land Act -- Section 10.1-1701 of the Virginia Code (the "Open-Space
Land Act") authorizes any public body in Virginia to acquire title to, or any interests or
rights of not less than five years' duration in, real property that will provide a means for
the preservation or provision of open-space land.
a. Open-Space Land -- Open-space land means any land which is provided or
preserved for:
(i) park or recreational purposes;
(ii) conservation of land or other natural resources;
(iii) historic or scenic purposes;
(iv) assisting in the shaping of the character, direction, and timing of
community development; or
(v) wetlands as defined in section 28.2-1300 of the Virginia Code.
Va. Code § 10.1-1700.
b. Public Body -- Public body refers to any state agency having authority to acquire
land for a public use, or any county or municipality, any park authority, any
public recreational facilities authority, any soil and water conservation district, or
the Virginia Recreational Facilities Authority. Va. Code § 10.1-1700.
c. Official Comprehensive Plan Requirement -- The public body's use of the real
property for open-space land must conform to the official comprehensive plan for
the area in which the property is located. Va. Code § 10.1-1701.
d. Open-Space Easement -- Section 10.1-1703 of the Virginia Code specifically
authorizes any public body in Virginia to acquire open-space easements in real
property of not less than five years' duration for the purpose of maintaining the
character of such land as open-space land. An open-space easement is a
nonpossessory interest of a public body in real property, whether easement
appurtenant or in gross, which imposes limitations or affirmative obligations the
purposes of which include:
(i) retaining or protecting natural or open-space values of real property;
(ii) assuring its availability for agricultural, forestal, recreational, or open-
space use;
(iii) protecting natural resources;
(iv) maintaining or enhancing air or water quality; or
(v) preserving the historical, architectural or archaeological aspects of real
property.
Va. Code § 10.1-1700.
2. Virginia Conservation Easement Act -- Section 10.1-1010(A) of the Virginia Code (the
"Virginia Conservation Easement Act") authorizes a holder to acquire a conservation
easement by gift, purchase, devise or bequest. The Virginia Conservation Easement Act
is the alternative to donations to public bodies.
a. Holder -- A holder is a charitable corporation, charitable association, or
charitable trust which has been declared exempt from taxation pursuant to section
501(c)(3) of the Code and the primary purposes or powers of which include:
(i) retaining or protecting the natural or open-space values of real property;
(ii) assuring the availability of real property for agricultural, forestal,
recreational, or open-space use;
(iii) protecting natural resources;
(iv) maintaining or enhancing air or water quality; or
(v) preserving the historic, architectural or archaeological aspects of real
property.
Va. Code § 10.1-1009.
b. Conservation Easement -- A conservation easement is a nonpossessory interest
of a holder in real property, whether the easement is appurtenant or in gross,
which imposes limitations or affirmative obligations the purposes of which
include the same purposes as described in II.B.2.a.
c. Duration -- A conservation easement is perpetual in duration unless the
instrument creating it otherwise provides a specific time. Va. Code § 10.1-
1010(C). Where an easement is perpetual, the holder must (i) meet the criteria in
Section 10.1-1009 (described above) and (ii) have had a principal office in the
Commonwealth for at least five years. Va. Code § 10.1-1010(C).
d. Comprehensive Plan Requirement -- No conservation easement is valid and
enforceable under the Virginia Conservation Easement Act unless the limitations
or obligations created thereby conform in all respects to the comprehensive plan
at the time the easement is granted for the area in which the real property is
located. Va. Code § 10.1-1010(E).
e. Notification ReQuirement -- If a conservation easement is conveyed, the party
responsible for recording the instrument that conveys the conservation easement
(or his, her, or its agent) must mail certified copies of the instrument, together
with notice as to the date and place of recordation, to:
(i) the local jurisdiction in which the real property subject to the easement is
located;
(ii) the Attorney General of the Commonwealth of Virginia;
(iii) the Virginia Outdoors Foundation;
(iv) any public body (as defined in Section 10.1-1700 of the Virginia Code)
named in the instrument; and
(v) the Virginia Historic Landmarks Board, whenever any conservation
easement is on lands that are part of an historic landmark as certified,
either by the United States or the Virginia Historic Landmarks Board.
Va. Code § 10.1-1012.
f. Validity of Conservation Easement -- A conservation easement is valid even
though:
(i) it is not appurtenant to an interest in real property;
(ii) it can be or has been assigned to another holder;
(iii) it is not of a character that has been recognized traditionally at common
law;
(iv) it imposes a negative burden;
(v) it imposes affirmative obligations upon the owner of an interest in the
burdened property or upon the holder;
(vi) the benefit does not touch or concern real property; or
(vii) there is no privity of estate or of contract.
Va. Code § 10.1-1014. Except as otherwise provided in the Virginia
Conservation Easement Act, a conservation easement may be created, conveyed,
recorded, assigned, released, modified, terminated or otherwise altered or affected
in the same manner as other easements. Va. Code § 10.1-1014.
g. Holder Ceases to Exist -- Whenever any holder (or its successors or assigns)
ceases to exist, any conservation easement and any right of enforcement held by it
vests in the Virginia Outdoors Foundation, unless the instrument creating the
easement otherwise provides for its transfer to some other holder or public body.
Va. Code § 10.1-1015. The Virginia Outdoors Foundation may retain the
conservation easement or convey it to another public body or any holder the
Foundation deems most appropriate to hold and enforce such interest in
accordance with the purpose of the easement's original conveyance. Va. Code §
10.1-1015.
3. Requirements of Section 170(h) of the Code -- The Virginia Land Conservation
Incentives Act of 1999 incorporates specifically the requirements of section 170(h) of the
Code and requires that the easement qualify for a charitable contribution deduction under
that section. Va. Code §§ 58.1-511, 512(B)(2). Generally, a deduction under section 170
is not allowed for a charitable contribution of any interest in property that consists of less
than the donor's entire interest in the property. I.R.C. § 170(f)(3)(A); Treas. Reg. §
1.170A-14(a). However, a deduction may be allowed for the value of a "qualified
conservation contribution." I.R.C. 170(f)(3)(B)(iii); Treas. Reg. § 170A-14(a). Section
170(h) and the regulations promulgated thereunder provide rules for determining whether
a charitable contribution of a property interest is a "qualified conservation contribution."
a. Oualified Conservation Contribution -- A qualified conservation contribution is
a contribution (1) of a qualified real property interest, (2) to a qualified
organization, and (3) exclusively for conservation purposes.
I.R.C. § 170(h)(1).
b. Qualified Real Property Interest -- A qualified real property interest is any of
the following interests in real property:
(i) the entire interest of the donor other than a qualified mineral interest;
(ii) a remainder interest; or
(iii) a restriction (granted in perpetuity) on the use which may be made of the
real property (a "perpetual conservation restriction").
I.R.C. § 170(h)(2). A perpetual conservation restriction includes an easement or
other interest in real property that under state law has attributes similar to an
easement (e.g., a restrictive covenant or equitable servitude). Treas. Reg. §
1.170A- 14(b)(2).
c. Conservation Purposes Test -- The following conservation purposes generally
will meet the conservation purposes test provided in section 170(h). See, e.g.,
I.R.C. § 170(h)(4)(A); Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-14(d)(1).
(i) Recreation or Education Purpose -- The contribution of a qualified real
property interest to preserve land areas for the outdoor recreation of the
general public or for the education of the general public will meet the
conservation purposes test. Treas. Reg. § 170A-14(d)(2)(i). The
preservation of land areas for recreation or education will not meet this
test unless the recreation or education is for the substantial and regular use
of the general public. Treas. Reg. § 170A-14(d)(2)(ii).
(ii) Protection of Environmental System -- The contribution of a qualified
real property interest to protect a significant relatively natural habitat in
which a fish, wildlife, or plant community, or similar ecosystem normally
lives will meet the conservation purposes test. Treas. Reg. § 170A-
14(d)(3)(i).
(iii) Preservation of Open Space -- The contribution of a qualified real
property interest to preserve open space (including farmland and forest
land) will meet the conservation purposes test if the preservation is
(A) pursuant to a clearly delineated federal, state, or local
governmental conservation policy and will yield a significant
public benefit or
(B) for the scenic enjoyment of the general public and will yield a
significant public benefit. Treas. Reg. § 170A-14(d)(4)(i). The
easement must not permit a degree of intrusion or future
development on the property that would interfere with the essential
scenic quality of the land or with the governmental conservation
policy that is being furthered by the contribution.
I Governmental Conservation Policy -- This requirement is
intended to protect the types of property identified by
representatives of the general public as worthy of
preservation or conservation. Treas. Reg. § 170A-
14(d)(4)(iii).
2 Scenic Enjoyment -- In addition, a contribution made for
the preservation of open space may be for the scenic
enjoyment of the general public if development of the
property would impair the scenic character of the local
rural or urban landscape or would interfere with a scenic
panorama that can be enjoyed from a park, nature preserve,
road, waterbody, trail, or historic structure or land area, and
such area or transportation way is open to, or utilized by,
the public. Treas. Reg. § 170A-14(d)(4)(ii).
(C) Significant Public Benefit Test -- All contributions made for the
preservation of open space must yield a significant public benefit.
Treas. Reg. § 170A-14(d)(4)(iv)(A).
(iv) Historic Preservation -- The contribution of a qualified real property
interest to preserve an historically important land area or a certified
historic structure will meet the conservation purposes test. Treas. Reg. §
1.170A-14(d)(5)(i). When restrictions to preserve a building or land area
within a registered historic district permit future development on the site,
the conservation purposes test is satisfied only if the terms of the
restrictions require that such development conform with appropriate local,
state, or federal standards for construction or rehabilitation within the
district. Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-14(d)(5)(i). Some visual public access to
the contributed property is required. Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-
14(d)(5)(iv)(A).
d. Exclusively for Conservation Purposes -- The contribution must be exclusively
for conservation purposes.
(i) Incidental Benefit -- The requirements of section 170(h) will be met even
though an incidental benefit inures to the grantor merely as a result of
conservation restrictions limiting the uses to which the grantor's property
may be put. Treas. Reg. § 1.170A- 14(e)(l).
(ii) Inconsistent Use Test -- The requirements of section 170(h) are not met if
the contribution would accomplish one of the enumerated conservation
purposes but would permit destruction of other significant conservation
interests (the "Inconsistent Use Test"). Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-14(e)(2).
However, this requirement is not intended to prohibit uses of the property,
such as selective timber harvesting or selective farming if, under the
circumstances, those uses do not impair significant conservation interests.
Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-14(e)(2). A use that is destructive of conservation
interests will be permitted only if such use is necessary for the protection
of the conservation interests that are the subject of the contribution. Treas.
Reg. § 1.170A-14(e)(3).
(iii) Pre-Existing Use -- A grantor may continue a pre-existing use of the
property that does not conflict with the conservation purposes of the
contribution. Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-14(e)(3).
e. Proportionate Value Requirement -- At the time of the contribution, the grantor
must agree that the contribution of the easement gives rise to a property right,
immediately vested in the grantee, with a fair market value that is at least equal to
the proportionate value that the easement at the time of the gift, bears to the value
of the property as a whole at that time. Treas. Reg. § 1. 170A-14(g)(6)(ii).
f. Enforceable In Perpetuity Requirement -- A contribution will not be treated as
exclusively for conservation purposes unless the conservation purpose is
protected in perpetuity. Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-14(a)(1). Any interest in the
property retained by the grantor (and the grantor's successors in interest) must be
subject to legally enforceable restrictions (for example, by recordation in the land
records of the jurisdiction in which the property is located) that will prevent uses
of the retained interest inconsistent with the conservation purposes of the
contribution. Treas. Reg. § 1,170A-14(g)(1).
(i) Mortgaged Property -- In the case of mortgaged property, the mortgagee
must subordinate its rights in the property to the right of the qualified
organization to enforce the conservation purposes of the easement in
perpetuity. Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-14(g)(2).
(ii) Remote Future Events -- The possibility that the performance of some
act or the happening of some event will defeat the rights of the qualified
organization will not fail the requirements of section 170(h) provided the
possibility such act or event will occur is so remote as to be negligible.
Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-14(g)(3).
(iii) Documentation of Condition of Property -- If the grantor reserves any
rights in the contributed property that may impair the conservation
interests associated with the property, the grantor must make available to
the grantee, prior to the time the donation is made, documentation
sufficient to establish the condition of the property at the time of the gift.
Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-14(g)(5)(i).
(iv) Notification Requirement -- The grantor must agree to notify the grantee,
in writing, before exercising any reserved right which may have an
adverse impact on the conservation interests associated with the qualified
real property interest. Treas. Reg. § 1. 170A-14(g)(5)(ii).
(v) Grantee's Right to Inspection -- The terms of the contribution must
provide a right of the grantee to enter the property at reasonable times for
the purpose of inspection to determine if there is compliance with the
terms of the contribution. Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-14(g)(5)(ii).
(vi) Legal Action By Grantee -- The terms of the contribution must
specifically give the grantee the right to enforce the conservation
restrictions by appropriate legal proceedings, including but not limited to,
the right to require the restoration of the property to its condition at the
time of the contribution. Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-14(g)(5)(ii).
(vii) Subsequent Unexpected Change -- If a subsequent unexpected change in
the conditions surrounding the property that is the subject of the easement
can make impossible or impractical the continued use of the property for
conservation purposes, the conservation purpose can nonetheless be
treated as protected in perpetuity if the restrictions are extinguished by
judicial proceeding. Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-14(g)(6)(i). If an
extinguishment occurs, the grantee, on a subsequent sale, exchange, or
involuntary conversion of the property, must be entitled to a portion of the
proceeds at least equal to the proportionate value of the easement, unless
state law provides that the grantor is entitled to the full proceeds from the
conversion without regard to the terms of the prior easement. Treas. Reg.
§ 1.170A-14(g)(6)(ii). All of the grantee's proceeds from any subsequent
sale or exchange of the property must then be used by the grantee in a
manner consistent with the conservation purposes of the original
contribution. Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-14(g)(6)(i).
g. Transfer of Easement Prohibited -- The instrument that conveys the easement
must prohibit the grantee from subsequently transferring the easement, whether or
not for consideration, unless the grantee organization, as a condition of the
subsequent transfer, requires that the conservation purposes which the
contribution was originally intended to advance continue to be carried out. Treas.
Reg. § 170A-14(c)(2). Moreover, subsequent transfers must be restricted to
organizations qualifying, at the time of the subsequent transfer, as a qualified
organization (described above). Treas. Reg. § 170A-14(c)(2). However, when a
later unexpected change in the conditions surrounding the property subject to an
easement makes impossible or impractical the continued use of the property for
conservation purposes, these requirements will be met if the property is sold or
exchanged and any proceeds are used by the grantee in a manner consistent with
the conservation purposes of the original contribution. Treas. Reg. § 170A-
14(c)(2).
h. Surface Mining Prohibited -- In the case of a contribution of any interest where
there is a retention of a qualified mineral interest, the requirements of section
170(h) are not met if at any time there may be extraction or removal of minerals
by any surface mining method; provided, however, that with respect to any
contribution of property in which the ownership of the surface estate and mineral
interests has been and remains separated, the requirements of section 170(h) are
met if the probability of surface mining occurring on such property is so.remote as
to be negligible and the present owner of the mineral interest is not related to the
owner of the surface estate. I.R.C. § 170(h)(5)(B); Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-
14(g)(4)(ii).
Financial or Economic Benefits -- If, as a result of the easement contribution,
the grantor (or a related person) receives, or can reasonably expect to receive,
financial or economic benefits that are greater than those that will inure to the
general public from the contribution, the contribution fails the requirements of
section 170(h). Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-14(h)(3)(i). However, if the grantor (or a
related person) receives, or can reasonably expect to receive, a financial or
economic benefit that is substantial, but it is clearly shown that the benefit is less
than the amount of the transfer, then the requirements of section 170(h) are met
only with respect to the portion of the contribution which exceeds the amount of
the financial or economic benefit received or reasonably expected to be received
by the grantor (or related person). Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-14(h)(3)(i).
4. Taxation of Property Subject to Conservation Easement -- Section 10.1-1011 of the
Virginia Code provides special rules for the taxation of property subject to a conservation
easement held pursuant to the Virginia Open-Space Land Act or the Virginia
Conservation Easement Act.
a. Generally -- Section 10.1-1011(a) of the Virginia Code provides that where an
easement by its terms is perpetual, neither the interest of the holder of a
conservation easement nor a third-party right of enforcement of such an easement
is subject to state or local taxation nor is the owner of the fee taxed for the interest
of the holder of the easement.
b. Reduction in Assessments -- Assessments of the fee interest in land that is
subject to a perpetual easement must reflect the reduction in the fair market value
of property for uses terminated by the easement. Va. Code § 10.1-1011(B). To
ensure that the owner of the fee is not taxed on the value of the interest of the
holder of the easement, the fair market value of such land (i) must be based only
on uses of the land that are permitted under the terms of the easement and (ii)
must not include any value attributable to the uses or potential uses of the land
that have been terminated by the easement. Va. Code § 10.1-1011(B).
Notwithstanding these rules, land which is (i) subject to a perpetual easement, (ii)
devoted to open-space use as defined in section 58.1-3230 of the Virginia Code,
and (iii) in any county, city or town which has provided for land use assessment
and taxation of any class of land within its jurisdiction pursuant to section 58.1-
3231 or 58.1-3232 of the Virginia Code, will be assessed and taxed at the use
value for open space, if the land otherwise qualifies for such assessment at the
time the easement is dedicated. Va. Code § 10.1-1011(C). If an easement is in
existence at the time the locality enacts land use assessment, the easement will
qualify for such assessment. Va. Code § 10.1-1011(C). Once the land with the
easement qualifies for land use assessment, it will continue to qualify so long as
the locality has land use assessment. Va. Code § 10.1-1011(C).
C. Requirements of Qualified Appraisals
Valuation -- The fair market value of the contributed easement in land that qualifies for
the LPC is determined under Treasury Regulation section 1.170A-14(h)(3). Under that
regulation, the value of the easement is equal to its value at the time of the contribution.
a. Comparable Easements Method -- If there is a substantial record of sales of
easements comparable to the contributed easement (such as purchases pursuant to
a governmental program), the fair market value of the donated easement is based
on the sale prices of comparable easements. Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-14(h)(3)(i).
b. Default Valuation Method -- If no substantial record of market-place sales is
available to use as a meaningful or valid comparison, as a general rule (but not
necessarily in all cases) the fair market value of a perpetual conservation
restriction is equal to the difference between the fair market value of the property
it encumbers before the granting of the restriction and the fair market value of the
encumbered property after the granting of the restriction. Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-
14(h)(3)(i). The following considerations must be taken into account in the
valuation of the property before contribution:
(i) the current use of the property;
(ii) an objective assessment of how immediate or remote the likelihood is that
the property, absent the easement restriction, would in fact be developed;
and
(iii) any effect from zoning, conservation, or historic preservation laws that
already reflect the property's highest and best use.
Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-14(h)(3)(ii). The following considerations must be taken
into account in the valuation of the property after contribution:
(i) The effect of any development, however limited, allowed on the property
to be protected;
(ii) the amount of access permitted by the terms of the easement; and
(iii) the effect of restrictions that will result in a reduction of the potential fair
market value represented by highest and best use but will, nevertheless,
permit uses of the property that will increase its fair market value above
that represented by the property's current use.
Treas. Reg. § 1. 170A- 14(h)(3)(ii).
c. Conservation Purpose Restrictions Disregarded -- The value of an easement is
not reduced by reason of the existence of restrictions on transfer designed solely
to ensure that the easement will be dedicated to conservation purposes. Treas.
Reg. § 1.170A-14(h)(3)(ii).
d. Contiguous Parcel of Property -- In the case of a contribution of an easement
covering only a portion of the contiguous property owned by the grantor (and the
grantor's family), the value of the easement is the difference between the fair
market value of the entire contiguous parcel of property before and after the
granting of the restriction. Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-14(h)(3)(i).
e. Increase In Value of Other Property -- If the granting of the easement has the
effect of increasing the value of any other property owned by the grantor (or a
related person), the value of the conservation contribution must be reduced by the
amount of the increase in the value of the other property, whether or not such
property is contiguous. Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-14(h)(3)(i).
2. Substantiation -- The fair market value of qualified donations for LPC purposes must be
substantiated by a "qualified appraisal" prepared by a "qualified appraiser," as those
terms are defined in Treasury Regulation section 1.170A-13(c). Va. Code § 58.1-512(A).
a. Oualified Appraisal -- A qualified appraisal is an appraisal document that
(i) relates to an appraisal that is made not earlier than 60 days prior to the
contribution date of the appraised property nor later than the due date of
the return on which the charitable contribution deduction is claimed or the
filing date of an amended return;
(ii) is prepared, signed, and dated by a qualified appraiser;
(iii) does not involve a prohibited appraisal fee arrangement (e.g., appraisal fee
that is a percentage of the appraised value of contributed property); and
(iv) includes detailed information about the property, qualifications of the
appraiser, method of appraisal, as specified in the statute.
Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-13(c)(3)(i), (ii), (iv)(B), (6).
b. Appraisal Summary -- Federal regulations require that a fully completed
"appraisal summary" be attached to the federal income tax return claiming the
charitable contribution deduction. See Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-13(c)(2)(i)(B), (4).
The appraisal summary is a summary of the qualified appraisal that:
(i) is made on the Form 8283 ("Noncash Charitable Contributions"), the form
prescribed by the Internal Revenue Service for purposes of the appraisal
summary (see Exhibit D);
(ii) is signed and dated by the original grantee in the manner described in
Treasury Regulation Section 1.170A-13(c)(4)(iii) (i.e., it must be signed
by the official authorized to sign the grantee's tax or information returns
or, in the case of a governmental grantee, must be signed by the official
authorized by the grantee to sign appraisal summaries);
(iii) is signed and dated by a qualified appraiser who prepared the qualified
appraisal; and
(iv) includes specific information about the property, grantor, grantee,
qualified appraiser, and appraised fair market value of the property on the
date of the contribution, as required by the regulations and as specified on
Form 8283.
Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-13(c)(4). The instructions to Form LPC (Virginia Land
Preservation Tax Credit Notification Form), the form on which a grantor reports a
contribution of LPC property and/or a transfer of LPCs and requests certification
of LPCs from the Virginia Department of Taxation, requires that the grantor
attach a copy of Form 8283 and the appraisal summary described above. See
Exhibit E.
c. Qualified Appraiser -- A qualified appraiser is an individual who includes on the
appraisal summary a declaration that
(i) the individual either holds himself or herself out to the public as an
appraiser or performs appraisals on a regular basis;
(ii) because of the appraiser's qualifications as described in the appraisal, the
appraiser is qualified to make appraisals of the type of property being
valued;
(iii) the appraiser understands that an intentionally false or fraudulent
overstatement of the value of the property described in the qualified
appraisal or appraisal summary may subject the appraiser to a civil penalty
under section 6701 of the Code for aiding and abetting an understatement
of tax liability, and, moreover, the appraiser may have appraisals
disregarded pursuant to 31 U.S.C. § 330(c); and
(iv) the appraiser is not one of the following persons:
(A) the grantor or the taxpayer;
(B) a party to the transaction in which the grantor acquired the
property being appraised, unless the property is contributed within
two months of the date of acquisition and its appraised value does
not exceed its acquisition price;
(C) the grantee of the property;
(D) any person employed by any of the foregoing persons;
(E) any person related to any of the foregoing persons; or
(F) an appraiser (1) who is regularly used by the grantor, the taxpayer,
a party to the transaction in which the grantor acquired the
property being appraised or the grantee, and (2) who does not
perform a majority of his or her appraisals made during his or her
taxable year for other persons.
Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-13(c)(5)(i), (iv). An individual is not a qualified
appraiser, however, even if the declaration above is provided in the
appraisal summary, if the grantor had knowledge of facts that would cause
a reasonable person to expect the appraiser falsely to overstate the value of
the contributed property (e.g., the grantor and the appraiser make an
agreement concerning the amount at which the property will be valued and
the grantor knows that such amount exceeds the fair market value of the
property). Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-13(c)(5)(ii). The grantor may use more
than one appraiser and does not have to use each appraiser's appraisal to
satisfy the substantiation requirements. Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-
13(c)(5)(iii).
D. Example of Sale of LPCs
LPC Prospectus Summary
Introduction:
This document is a summary of the Virginia income tax credits available to be purchased as a
result of the gift of an open space easement. Prospective purchasers should contact their own
advisors for an understanding as to how these credits might be of benefit to them.
What is a Conservation Tax Credit:
Virginia's forward thinking, land conservation program provides an opportunity for Virginia
taxpayers to assist in the conservation of open spaces and benefit from tax savings when credits
are acquired at a discount. The landowner receives tax credits at the time his/her easement
donation is recorded and can use or sell these credits in the year of recordation and the five
following years. Any credits not used by the donor or any person to whom credits have been
transferred at the end of the six year period expire.
The purpose of the Conservation Easement is to insure that the Property forever will be
maintained predominately in its natural and scenic condition and reduce the subdivision and
development potential. The Easement is granted in perpetuity.
Benefits From Purchase:
The tax credits are priced such that the Buyer will save 20% on his/her Virginia income taxes.
For example, at the highest rate in Virginia one would have a net savings of 13% ($1,430 +
$11,000).
Samples:
Virginia Taxable Income: $200,000 $400,000 $1,000,000
Virginia Tax @5.75%(highest rate): $ 11,000 $ 22,000 $ 57,500
Cost of Credits @80%: $ 8,800 $ 17,600 $ 46,000
Savings: $ 2,200 $ 4,400 $ 11,500
Buyer's Federal Tax @35% $ 770 $ 1,540 $ 4,025
Net Saving After Taxes $ 1,430 $ 2,860 $ 7,475
In addition the Buyer indirectly supports conservation by helping to protect Virginia's remaining
open spaces.
Who Can Purchase:
Any Commonwealth of Virginia taxpayer can purchase and utilize the income tax credits. This
includes individuals and corporate entities.
Timing of Purchase:
Purchases must be made no later than the tax year for which they will be used. Credits acquired
in 2004 could apply to taxes for the tax year ending December 31, 2004 although the actual filing
would take place in April of 2005. Credits bought in 2004 can be used in any year 2004 through
2008.
How to Purchase:
The completion of a Sales Agreement and partial or full cash payment will establish the date of
transfer. Transfers are registered with the Virginia Department of Taxation using an LPC form.
The LPC form should be filed in the tax year for which the credits will be used or before.
It is obviously recommended that the Buyer confer with his/her accounting and/or legal
professionals.
Amount of Normal Purchase:
The credits for sale arise from the gift of an easement in 2003. Since these credits are good
through 2008, it is presumed that the buyer would purchase credits covering his estimated need
for the year 2004 at a minimum and possibly the need for successor tax years
A Buyer may also resell or give these credits to others following registration with the Virginia
Department of Taxation.
Risks-Guarantees:
Although the Seller believes he has used utmost caution in developing these credits and has
retained accountants and attorneys, well versed in Federal and State aspects of the credits, there
is the possibility that upon audit, the awarded credits will be adjusted. Therefore, the Seller has
instigated "indemnity provisions" where by the full amount of the credits are guaranteed. The
guarantee is secured by a Letter of Credit from the for three years from the date
of purchase or acceptance of the easement dedication by the IRS (as a result of an audit). In
addition to this Letter of Credit, the Seller warrants the credits for any adjustments including
additional taxes, interest, penalties asserted by the Virginia Department of Taxation or the IRS
for challenges to the easement. Specific details concerning the guarantees are found in the
contract accompanying this prospectus.
Seller:
The tax credits are identified as Virginia Credit Transaction #LP and held in the name of
_ Federal Express deliveries should be sent to
E. Due Diligence Checklist for LPC Purchasers
Basic Overview of the Credit
" The Land Preservation Tax Credit is available for taxpayers that convey land or a
qualifying interest in land located in Virginia to a public or private agency eligible to
hold such land or interests therein for conservation or preservation purposes.
* The conveyance must be in perpetuity.
* The conveyance of an interest that is less-than-fee interest must qualify as a charitable
deduction under § 170(h) of the Internal Revenue Code ("I.R.C").
" The credit is equal to 50% of the fair market value (subject to an adjustment for short
term property), as substantiated by a "qualified appraisal" prepared by a "qualified
appraiser."
* The credit claimed by a taxpayer may not exceed $100,000 in any taxable year.
* Any unused credit may be carried forward for the next 5 taxable years.
* Any taxpayer holding a Land Preservation tax credit that originated on or after January 1,
2002 may transfer unused but otherwise allowable credit for use by another taxpayer on
Virginia income tax returns.
" If this credit is taken, for the next three years taxpayers cannot take a subtraction for the
gain on the sale of land or easements dedicated to open-space use.
" A subtraction is allowed for any gain or income recognized by a taxpayer on the
application of a Land Preservation tax credit against a Virginia income tax liability; to the
extent the gain is included in and not otherwise subtracted from federal adjusted gross
income.
Is the Purpose of the Underlying Donation to Conserve Land?
" The Virginia Land Conservation Incentives Act of 1999 is codified at Va.Code § 58.1-
510 et seq. This act is unique as the General Assembly chose to use the very first section
of the act to state what they desired to accomplish. Section 58.1-510 of the Code of
Virginia states that, "The purpose of this act is to supplement existing land conservation
programs to further encourage the preservation and sustainability of Virginia's unique
natural resources, wildlife habitats, open spaces and forested resources."
* Why is this important?
o By announcing the purpose of the act, it provides a basic premise that must be satisfied
by every underlying transaction that generates a credit under this act.
o While the other provisions of the act provide specific requirements that help to ensure
that the purpose is carried out, it is still helpful to look at every transaction that generates
a credit and ask whether the donation of a land or easement is done for the purpose of
preserving and sustaining one of the named resources.
If the answer is no or if there are other motives present (aside from
earning a tax credit), a closer look at the core transaction is warranted.
Requirements for a Valid Credit
Are the requirements of I.R.C. § 170(h) satisfied?
* The conveyance of an interest that is a less-than-fee interest must qualify as a charitable
deduction under I.R.C. § 170(h). Va.Code § 58.1-512(B)(2).
* Failure to meet these requirements could result in the invalidation of any land
preservation credits that are earned. P.D. 05-122 (July 22, 2005).
" Most of the requirements to qualify as a charitable deduction under I.R.C. § 170(h) are
either identical to or enhance the stated requirements to earn a Land Preservation Credit.
* These requirements are interspersed below along with the requirements enumerated in the
Code of Virginia.
Is the donation supported by a Qualified Appraisal?
Is the Qualified Appraisal prepared by a Qualified Appraiser?
* Section 58.1-512(B) of the Code of Virginia requires that the market value of a qualified
donation be substantiated by a "qualified appraisal" prepared by a "qualified appraiser"
as established under applicable federal law governing charitable contributions.
* Treasury Regulation § 1.170A-13(c)(3) sets forth a number of requirements for a
qualified appraisal.
o The appraisal must be made within 60 days of the date of contribution.
o The appraisal contains a description of the property, date of contribution, and the
terms of any agreement that relates to the use, sale, or disposition of the property.
o The appraisal is prepared, signed, and dated by a qualified appraiser.
" A qualified appraiser is:
* Someone who holds himself out to the public as an appraiser or
performs appraisals on a regular basis;
* Qualified to make appraisals of the type of property being valued;
* Not involved in the contribution beyond their role as an appraiser;
and,
0 Paid a fee that has no connection whatsoever to the appraised value
of the property.
" A qualified appraiser must also be licensed in Virginia under the
requirements established for all real estate appraisers by the Real Estate
Appraiser Board. (Va.Code § 54.1-2009 et seq.).
Does the donation qualify as a charitable deduction under LR.C. § 170(h)?
Is the donation made exclusively for conservation purposes and not for density
requirements, zoning or other permits?
Does the donated easement run in perpetuity?
* Qualified donations include the conveyance in perpetuity of a fee interest in real property
or a less-than-fee interest provided that the less than fee interest qualifies as a charitable
deduction under I.R.C. § 170(h). Va.Code § 58.1-512(B)(2).
SI.R.C. § 170(h)(1)(C) requires that the donation is made exclusively for Conservation
Purposes. This requirement consists of two components under I.R.C. § 170. First, the
contribution must be for one of the specified conservation purposes. Second, the
contribution must be exclusively for such conservation purposes. Each of these
requirements is discussed in full below.
o Conservation purposes. Under Internal Revenue Code section 170, the following
purposes are conservation purposes:
" The preservation of land areas for outdoor recreation by, or the education
of, the general public.
" The protection of a relatively natural habitat of fish, wildlife, or plants, or
similar ecosystem.
" The preservation of open space (including farmland or forest land) where
such preservation is (1) for the scenic enjoyment of the general public, or
(2) pursuant to a clearly delineated federal, state, or local governmental
conservation policy and in either case will yield a significant public
benefit.
" The preservation of an historically important land area or a certified
historic structure.
o Exclusivity Requirement. Once a conservation purpose is established, it is
necessary to determine that the donation is one made exclusively for
conservation purposes. It does not matter, however, if some incidental benefit
inures to the donor. This requirement is interpreted to require that the
conservation purpose be protected in perpetuity.
The exclusivity requirement also prohibits inconsistent uses. The
treasury regulations provide:
• [A] deduction will not be allowed if the contribution
would accomplish one of the enumerated
conservation purposes but would permit destruction
of other significant conservation interests. For
example, the preservation of farmland pursuant to a
state program for flood prevention and control
would not qualify...if under the terms of the
contribution a significant naturally occurring
ecosystem could be injured or destroyed by the use
of pesticides in the operation of the farm. However,
this requirement is not intended to prohibit uses of
the property, such as selective timber harvesting or
selective farming if, under the circumstances, those
uses do not impair significant conservation interests.
Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-14(e)(2).
Certain inconsistent uses, however, are permitted.
* A use that is destructive of conservation interests
will be permitted only if such use is necessary for
the protection of the conservation interests that are
the subject of the contribution. For example, a
deduction for the donation of an easement to
preserve an archaeological site that is listed on the
National Register of Historic Places will not be
disallowed if site excavation consistent with sound
archaeological practices may impair a scenic view of
which the land is a part. A donor may continue a
pre-existing use of the property that does not conflict
with the conservation purposes of the gift. Treas.
Reg. § 1.170A-14(e)(3).
* Donations made for the purpose of fulfilling density requirements to obtain approvals for
zoning, subdivision, site plan, or building permits are not allowed to earn a credit.
Va.Code § 58.1-512(C)(2).
Is the donor of the property interest a taxpayer that is eligible to earn credits?
* To earn a credit, a donor of a qualified donation must be a taxpayer. Va.Code § 58.1-1
defines a taxpayer as, "every person, corporation, partnership, organization, trust or estate
subject to taxation under the laws of this Commonwealth, or under the ordinances,
resolutions or orders of any county, city, town or other political subdivision of this
Commonwealth."
" The Attorney General of Virginia has opined that a nonprofit corporation that is exempt
from the income tax but is subject to the sales and use tax will qualify as a taxpayer as it
is subject to taxation as required by the definition of a taxpayer. Opinion of the Attorney
General 02-094, November 18, 2002- (The Department of Taxation has concurred with
this interpretation in P.D. 05-125 (July 26, 2005).)
o Under the foregoing rationale, nonprofit corporations can make a qualified
donation and receive tax credits that they may subsequently transfer.
" The only organizations that have been denied the ability to earn land preservations credits
through qualified donations are organizations qualified to hold protective easements.
P.D. 05-125 (July 26, 2005).
o The reason for denying these organizations the ability to earn credits is that the
purpose of the credit program is to preserve land and the other named resources.
If a qualifying easement is held by an organization that is qualified to hold such
easement, then the land is already preserved. According to the Tax
Commissioner, any subsequent transfer would be redundant and only done to
earn tax credits.
It has also been determined through informal discussions with the Virginia Department of
Taxation that a local government is also not allowed to earn land preservation credits as it
is not a person, corporation, partnership, organization, trust, or an estate as is required
under the definition of taxpayer. See Va.Code § 58.1-1.
Is the donee of a qualified donation a proper charitable organization or the
Commonwealth or an instrumentality of the Commonwealth?
Is the charitable organization permitted to hold conservation easements?
Does the donee have a commitment to protect the conservation purposes of the donation
and the resources to do so?
The donee of a qualified donation must be a public or private conservation agency that is
a charitable organization described in I.R.C. § 501 (c)(3), if such charitable organization
(i) meets the requirements of I.R.C. § 509(a)(2) or (ii) meets the requirements of I.R.C. §
509(a)(3) and is controlled by an organization described in I.R.C. § 509(a)(2)." Va.Code
§ 58.1-512(C)(3).
o Once the organization to which the conservation easement is to be contributed is
identified, it will be necessary to verify that such organization is one of the types
of organizations described above for federal tax purposes. This verification
process is usually accomplished by requesting certification from the donee
organization or a copy of the donee organization's determination letter from the
Internal Revenue Service recognizing its tax-exempt status.
o A Public or Private Conservation Agency is defined as "any private not-for-profit
charitable corporation or trust authorized to do business in the Commonwealth
and organized and operated for natural resources, land conservation or historic
preservation purposes, and having tax-exempt status as a public charity under the
U.S. Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and having the power to
acquire, hold and maintain land and/or interests in land for such purposes."
Va.Code § 58.1-511.
o I.R.C. § 170(h) also requires the donee organization to be a permitted holder for
purposes of the Virginia Conservation Easement Act. Under this Act, a "holder"
is defined as:
" [A] charitable corporation, charitable association, or charitable trust
which has been declared exempt from taxation pursuant to I.R.C. §
501 (c)(3) and possess the primary purposes or powers which include: (i)
retaining or protecting the natural or open-space values of real property;
(ii) assuring the availability of real property for agricultural, forestall,
recreational, or open-space use; (iii) protecting natural resources; (iv)
maintaining or enhancing air or water quality; or (v) preserving the
historic, architectural or archaeological aspects of real property.
Va.Code § 10.1-1009.
" To ensure that the donee organization meets the Virginia law definition
of a "holder," it will be necessary to obtain certification of compliance
with these requirements from the donee organization. In addition, it is
advisable to obtain copies of the organizational documents of the donee
organization that set forth its purposes and powers to ensure that they are
consistent with the Virginia law requirements set forth in Va.Code §
58.1-510, et seq. Qualifying organizations in Virginia include, for
example, the Virginia Outdoors Foundation, which is a state agency, and
The Nature Conservancy which has a principal office in Virginia.
o In general, I.R.C. § 509(a)(2) defines an exempt organization as one under I.R.C.
§ 501 (c)(3) which is either a publicly supported organization or a supporting
organization controlled by a publicly supported organization.
o A non-profit organization that provides facilities for youth activities (i.e.,
baseball, softball, football and soccer) to support the population growth in its
community will qualify as a "Private Conservation Agency" within the meaning
of the Va. Code § 58.1-511 provided the organization has the power to acquire,
hold, and maintain land or interest in land for conservation. P.D. 05-66 (April
26, 2005). The Commissioner opined that real estate devoted to open-space use
may include recreational and park areas, provided no more than 10% of the site is
attributable to buildings. Furthermore, fences, bleachers and temporary
structures would not prevent the real property from qualifying as real estate
devoted to open-space use. P.D. 05-66 (April 26, 2005).
" Under the requirements of I.R.C. § 170, the qualified organization must also be one of the
organizations described in Va.Code § 58.1-512(C)(3). However, the treasury regulations
impose several additional requirements that must be met for the donee organization to
constitute a qualified organization.
o To be considered an eligible donee under this section, an
organization must be a qualified organization, have a
commitment to protect the conservation purposes of the
donation, and have the resources to enforce the restrictions. A
conservation group organized or created primarily for one of the
conservation purposes specified in section 170(h)(4)(A) will be
considered to have the commitment required by the preceding
sentence. A qualified organization need not set aside funds to
enforce the restrictions that are the subject of the contribution.
Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-14(c)(1).
o The donee-holder of the easement must have maintained a principal office in
Virginia for at least five years prior to the date of the grant of the easement.
" The donee of a qualified donation may also be the Commonwealth, a locality within the
Commonwealth, or any other instrumentality of the Commonwealth. Va.Code § 58.1-
512(C)(3).
Is the resulting credit amount properly calculated?
If the property is purchased by the donor within a year before the qualified
donation is made, is the value of the easement for purposes of the credit properly
reduced?
The credit is equal to 50% of the fair market value of the donated easement. The
credit amount is not limited by the amount allowed as a federal itemized charitable
deduction with one exception.
o Under 2005 Senate Bill 1399 (Chapter 940), the value of the land is reduced
by the amount of gain that would not be long term gain if the property was
instead sold at its fair market value. See Va.Code § 58.1-512(B).
What this legislation does for a donated easement on property held less
than a year is require the value of such easement to be reduced by any
short term gain that may have accrued on the value of the easement since
the property is acquired. Basically, for purposes of this credit, this
provision reduces the value of an easement on property held less than a
year to its basis.
If two spouses are both claiming the maximum credit, are both spouses
sufficiently involved in the transaction?
The credit claimed by a taxpayer may not exceed $100,000 in any taxable year.
o Two spouses may claim up to the maximum credit of $100,000 so long as the
credits are purchased jointly or each individual spouse purchases sufficient
credits to reach the maximum individually. P.D. 05-136 (August 10, 2005).
Are the credits still valid?
Any unused credit may be carried forward for the next 5 taxable years.
o A previously transferred credit is still deemed to be originated in the taxable
year in which the credit is first earned. In other words, the "five year clock"
begins after the taxable year in which the credit is earned and a transfer of
such credit will neither stop nor reset that clock. P.D. 04-119 (September 15,
2004).
If a credit is being transferred, is the credit being transferred to a taxpayer subject to a
Virginia income tax?
" A holder of a credit may transfer portions of the credit to more than one taxpayer. P.D.
04-119 (September 15, 2004).
" There is only one restriction on who may receive a transfer of Land Preservation Credits.
The Tax Commissioner has ruled that "credits must be transferred or sold to another
taxpayer who may actually use the credits on a Virginia income tax return. Thus,
transferring or selling the credit to another nonprofit agency is not allowed." P.D. 05-125
(July 26, 2005).
o This restriction is based on language in the statute that reads, "Any taxpayer
holding a credit under this article may transfer unused but otherwise allowable
credit for use by another taxpayer on Virginia income tax returns." Va.Code §
58.1-513(C).
If a Land Preservation credit is claimed for an easement on property that contains a
rehabilitated structure for which a Historic Rehabilitation Credit is also being claimed,
is the value of the Land Preservation credit calculated without any increased value
attributable to the rehabilitated structure?
Both credits may be taken for the same property if done correctly.
o P.D. 02-158 (December 10, 2002), says that the Historic Rehabilitation Credit
may be taken for a rehabilitated structure on the property and the Land
Preservation Credit may be taken for a donation of a conservation easement on
the same property so long as the rehabilitated structure does not increase the
value of the donated easement.
Other Important Considerations When Purchasing a Land Preservation Credit
" Does the holder of the credits have all of the necessary supporting documentation in the
event that the validity of the credits is challenged?
o A copy of the qualified appraisal containing the details of the method used for
such appraisal and all relevant facts that were considered in determining the value
of the easement?
o A list of qualifications of the appraiser?
o A description of the current holder of the conservation easement along with a
description of all of the necessary qualifications that the holder possesses to hold
such easement?
o A copy of the recorded deed recording the donation?
* Has the holder of the credits obtained a legal opinion from a non-affiliated attorney in
regards to the easement's satisfaction of all federal and state law requirements, including
those for the federal charitable deduction and the Virginia Land Preservation Credits?
" Does the holder of the credits offer to indemnify the purchaser of credits in the event of a
reduction in the amount of the eligible credits by the Virginia Department of Taxation?
o What is the method for indemnification?
" Cash reimbursement?
" Replacement of credits?
" Other?
" Does the holder of the credits retain a certain percentage of the credits only to be returned
to the Virginia Department of Taxation to account for any potential reduction in the
amount of the eligible credits?

Exhibit A
The "Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation" are published in 36 C.F.R. § 67.7,
as follows:
§ 67.7 Standards for Rehabilitation.
(a) The following Standards for Rehabilitation are
the criteria used to determine if a rehabilitation
project qualifies as a certified rehabilitation. The
intent of the Standards is to assist the long-term
preservation of a property's significance through the
preservation of historic materials and features. The
Standards pertain to historic buildings of all
materials, construction types, sizes, and occupancy
and encompass the exterior and the interior of
historic buildings. The Standards also encompass
related landscape features and the building's site and
environment, as well as attached, adjacent, or related
new construction. To be certified, a rehabilitation
project must be determined by the Secretary to be
consistent with the historic character of the
structure(s) and, where applicable, the district in
which it is located.
(b) The following Standards are to be applied to
specific rehabilitation projects in a reasonable
manner, taking into consideration economic and
technical feasibility. (The application of these
Standards to rehabilitation projects is to be the same
as under the previous version so that a project
previously acceptable would continue to be
acceptable under these Standards.)
(1) A property shall be used for its historic
purpose or be placed in a new use that requires
minimal change to the defining characteristics of
the building and its site and environment.
(2) The historic character of a property shall be
retained and preserved. The removal of historic
materials or alteration of features and spaces that
characterize a property shall be avoided.
(3) Each property shall be recognized as a
physical record of its time, place, and use.
Changes that create a false sense of historical
development, such as adding conjectural features
or architectural elements from other buildings,
shall not be undertaken.
(4) Most properties change over time; those
changes that have acquired historic significance
in their own right shall be retained and
preserved.
(5) Distinctive features, finishes, and
construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize a historic
property shall be preserved.
(6) Deteriorated historic features shall be
repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity
of deterioration requires replacement of a
distinctive feature, the new feature shall match
the old in design, color, texture, and other visual
qualities and, where possible, materials.
Replacement of missing features shall be
substantiated by documentary, physical, or
pictorial evidence.
(7) Chemical or physical treatments, such as
sandblasting, that cause damage to historic
materials shall not be used. The surface cleaning
of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken
using the gentlest means possible.
(8) Significant archeological resources affected
by a project shall be protected and preserved. If
such resources must be disturbed, mitigation
measures shall be undertaken.
(9) New additions, exterior alterations, or
related new construction shall not destroy
historic materials that characterize the property.
The new work shall be differentiated from the
old and shall be compatible with the massing,
size, scale, and architectural features to protect
the historic integrity of the property and its
environment.
(10) New additions and adjacent or related new
construction shall be undertaken in such a
manner that if removed in the future, the
essential form and integrity of the historic
property and its environment would be
unimpaired
(c) The quality of materials and craftsmanship used
in a rehabilitation project must be commensurate with
the quality of materials and craftsmanship of the
historic building in question. Certain treatments, if
improperly applied, or certain materials by their
physical properties, may cause or accelerate physical
deterioration of historic buildings. Inappropriate
physical treatments include, but are not limited to:
improper repointing techniques; improper exterior
masonry cleaning methods; or improper introduction
of insulation where damage to historic fabric would
result. In almost all situations, use of these materials
and treatments will result in denial of certification.
Similarly, exterior additions that duplicate the form,
material, and detailing of the structure to the extent
that they compromise the historic character of the
structure will result in denial of certification. For
further information on appropriate and inappropriate
rehabilitation treatments, owners are to consult the
Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings
published by the NPS. "Preservation Briefs" and
additional technical information to help property
owners formulate plans for the rehabilitation,
preservation, and continued use of historic properties
consistent with the intent of the Secretary's Standards
for Rehabilitation are available from the SHPOs and
NPS regional offices. Owners are responsible for
procuring this material as part of property planning
for a certified rehabilitation.
(d) In certain limited cases, it may be necessary to
dismantle and rebuild portions of a certified historic
structure to stabilize and repair weakened structural
members and systems. In such cases, the Secretary
will consider such extreme intervention as part of a
certified rehabilitation if:
(1) The necessity for dismantling is justified in
supporting documentation;
(2) Significant architectural features and overall
design are retained; and
(3) Adequate historic materials are retained to
maintain the architectural and historic integrity
of the overall structure.
Section 48(g) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986 exempts certified historic structures from
meeting the physical test for retention of external
walls and internal structural framework specified
therein for other rehabilitated buildings.
Nevertheless, owners are cautioned that the Standards
for Rehabilitation require retention of distinguishing
historic materials of external and internal walls as
well as structural systems. In limited instances,
rehabilitations involving removal of existing external
walls, i.e., external walls that detract from the historic
character of the structure such as in the case of a
nonsignificant later addition or walls that have lost
their structural integrity due to deterioration, may be
certified as meeting the Standards for Rehabilitation.
(e) Prior approval of a project by Federal, State, and
local agencies and organizations does not ensure
certification by the Secretary for Federal tax
purposes. The Secretary's Standards for
Rehabilitation take precedence over other regulations
and codes in determining whether the rehabilitation
project is consistent with the historic character of the
property and, where applicable, the district in which
it is located.
(f) The qualities of a property and its environment
which qualify it as a certified historic structure are
determined taking into account all available
information, including information derived from the
physical and architectural attributes of the building;
such determinations are not limited to information
contained in National Register or related
documentation.
Exhibit B
Federal Historic Rehabilitation Application Forms

Instructions To Apply For State & Federal
Rehabilitation Tax Credits
ContentsUse the following checklists to ensure that your
Virginia state or federal application is complete. PROCESSING FEES
Please check your application carefully, as Virginia State
incomplete applications will not be reviewed until Federal
the appropriate information is received. FAILURE APPLYING FOR TAX CREDITS
TO SUBMIT A COMPLETE APPLICATION MAY Virginia State Tax Credit
RESULT IN SUBSTANTIAL DELAYS. Federal Tax CreditR IBoth State & Federal
] PROCESSING FEES
VIRGINIA STATE: Refer to the attached Billing Statement to calculate the processing fees for state applications. A check
for the state processing fee must be submitted in accordance with the instructions on the Billing Statement at the same
time the application is submitted. The Virginia Department of Historic Resources (DHR) is unable to accept credit cards for
processing fees.
FEDERAL: If you are paying your federal processing fees by credit card, use the attached form and submit it with your
application. Use of this form will expedite review of your application by the National Park Service. If you prefer to pay by
check, do not submit the fee with your application. The National Park Service will issue an invoice. The Virginia
Department of Historic Resources will not forward checks for federal processing fees to the National Park Service.
1 APPLYING FOR TAX CREDITS
Virginia State Tax Credit
Part 1: Evaluation of Significance
One copy of completed Part 1 of Virginia application with owner's original signature on state form.
Map locating property within the boundaries of historic district, if property is in a historic district. (Copies of historic district maps are
available from the Virginia Department of Historic Resources-)
One set of labeled photographs, depicting streetscapes, all sides of the building, major interior spaces, and specific character-
defining features. Key photos to a floor plan, and if applicable, to a site plan.
Part 2: Description of Rehabilitation
One copy of completed Part 2 of Virginia application with owner's original signature on current form (revised 3/98).
Complete description of the proposed rehabilitation work, describing building's existing features and impact of proposed work on
these features.
One set of labeled photographs, showing condition of the property prior to commencement of its rehabilitation. Photographs
submitted with Part I may be sufficient to cover all aspects of the building; if not, supplement for Part 2. Photographs of all areas
where significant work is proposed must be included. Either black-and-white or color photographs are acceptable. Key photos to
a floor plan, and if applicable, to a site plan.
One set of architectural drawings (not-to-scale drawings may be acceptable), clearly showing conditions before rehabilitation.
One set of architectural drawings and specifications describing the proposed rehabilitation, where needed to clearly present the
project.
One copy of check for state processing fee, and one copy of Billing Statement.
Part 3: Request for Certification of Completed Work
One copy of completed Part 3 of Virginia application with owner's original signature on current form (revised 3/98), with the DHR
project number, the final rehabilitation costs, and the date the project was completed.
One set of labeled, after-rehabilitation photographs of building, showing all exterior elevations, all significant interior spaces,
significant exterior and interior features, major alterations, and new construction- These should be taken of the same features, and
from the same locations, as photographs presented with Part 2. Either black-and-white or color photographs are acceptable. Key
photos to a floor plan, and if applicable, to a site plan.
One copy of check for state processing fee, and one copy of Billing Statement.
For projects whose final rehabilitation costs exceed $100,000, a verification by certified public accountant or equivalent of the
actual costs attributed solely to the rehabilitation of the historic structure.
For buildings with more than one owner, a Disclosure of Ownership form.
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Federal Tax Credit
Part 1: Evaluation of Significance
Two copies of completed Part 1 of the federal application with owner's original signature on both copies.
Map locating property within the boundaries of historic district, if property is in a historic district. (Copies of historic district maps are
available from the Virginia Department of Historic Resources.)
Two sets of labeled photographs, depicting streetscapes, all sides of building, major interior spaces, and specific character-defining
features. Either black-and-white or color photographs are acceptable. Key photos to a floor plan, and if applicable, to a site
plan.
Part 2: Description of Rehabilitation
Two copies of completed Part 2 of the federal application with owner's original signature on both copies.
- Complete description of the proposed rehabilitation work, describing building's existing features and impact of proposed work on
these features.
Two sets of labeled photographs, showing condition of the property prior to commencement of rehabilitation. Photographs
submitted with Part 1 may be sufficient to cover all aspects of the building; if not, supplement for Part 2. Photographs of all areas
where significant work is proposed must be included. Either black-and-white or color photographs are acceptable. Key photos to a
floor plan, and if applicable, to a site plan.
Two sets of architectural drawings (not-to-scale drawings may be acceptable), clearly showing conditions before rehabilitation.
Two sets of architectural drawings and specifications describing the proposed rehabilitation where needed to clearly present the
project.
Federal credit card authorization form for processing fees, if appropriate.
Part 3: Request for Certification of Completed Work
Two copies of completed Part 3 of the federal application Part 3 with owner's original signature on both copies, with the NPS
project number, the final rehabilitation costs, and the date the project was completed.
Two sets of labeled, after-rehabilitation photographs of building, showing all exterior elevations, all significant interior spaces,
significant exterior and interior features, major alterations, and new construction. These should be taken of the same features, and
from the same locations, as photographs presented with Part 2. Either black-and-white or color photographs are acceptable. Key
photos to a floor plan, and if applicable, to a site plan.
Both State & Federal
Part 1: Evaluation of Significance
Follow the checklist for Part 1 under FEDERAL TAX CREDIT.
Part 2: Description of Rehabilitation
Follow the checklist for Part 2 under FEDERAL TAX CREDIT.
Also submit the appropriate state processing fee and a copy of the Billing Statement.
Part 3: Request for Certification of Completed Work
Follow the checklists for Part 3 under both FEDERAL TAX CREDIT and VIRGINIA STATE TAX CREDIT. In order to receive
certification of the project for state tax credits, you must submit the appropriate state forms.
Also submit the appropriate state processing fee and a copy of the Billing Statement.
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Form 10-168a
Rev. 12/90
NPS Office Use Only
NRIS No:
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
HISTORIC PRESERVATION CERTIFICATION APPLICATION
PART 1 - EVALUATION OF SIGNIFICANCE
NPS Office Use Only
Project No:
Instructions: Read the instructions carefully before completing application. No certifications will be made unless a completed application form has been
received. Type or print clearly in black ink. If additional space is needed, use continuation sheets or attach blank sheets.
1. Name of Property:
Address of Property. Street
City County State Zip__
Name of historic district:
I National Register district [- certified state or local district El potential district
2. Check nature of request:
o certification that the building contributes to the significance of the above-named historic distnct (or National Register property) for the purpose of
rehabilitation.
] certification that the structure or building, and where appropriate, the land area on which such structure or building is located contributes to the
significance of the above-named historic district for a charitable contribution for conservation purposes
Scertification that the building does not contnbute to the significance of the above-named historic district.
O preliminary determination for individual listing in the National Register.
o preliminary determination that a building located within a potential historic district contributes to the significance of the district.
o preliminary determination that a building outside the period or area of significance contributes to the significance of the district.
3. Project contact:
Name
Street City
State Zip Daytime Telephone Number
4. Owner.
I hereby attest that the information I have provided is, to the best of my knowledge, correct, and that I own the property described above- I understand that
falsification of factual representations in this application is subject to criminal sanctions of up to $10,000 in fines or imprisonment for up to five years
pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 1001.
Name Signature Date
Organization
Social Security or Taxpayer Identification Number
Street City
State Zip Daytime Telephone Number
NPS Office Use Only
The National Park Service has reviewed the 'Historic Certification Application - Part 1" for the above-named property and hereby determines that the property:
I] contributes to the significance of the above-named district (or National Register property) and is a 'certified historic structure' for the purpose of
rehabilitation.
E] contributes to the significance of the above-named district and is a 'certified historic structure" for a charitable contribution for conservation purposes in
accordance with the Tax Treatment Extension Act of 1980.
El does not contribute to the significance of the above-named district.
Preliminary determinations:
El appears to meet the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and will likely be listed in the National Register of Historic Places if nominated by the State
Historic Preservation Officer according to the procedures set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.
C] does not appear to meet the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and will likely not be listed in the National Register.
Q appears to contribute to the significance of a potential historic district, which will likely be listed in the National Register of Historic Places if nominated by
the State Historic Preservation Officer.
El appears to contribute to the significance of a registered historic district but is outside the period or area of significance as documented in the National
Register nomination or district documentation on file with the NPS_
El does not appear to qualify as a certified historic structure.
Date National Park Service Authorized Signature National Park Service Office/Telephone No.
[] See Attachments
OMB Approved
No. 1024-0009
HISTORIC PRESERVATION
CERTIFICATION APPLICATION -
PART 1Property Name NPS Office Use Only
Prjct Number
Property Address
5. Description of physical appearance:
Date of Construction: Source of Date:
Date(s) of Alteration(s):
Has building been moved? [] yes 0 no If so, when?
6. Statement of significance:
7. Photographs and maps.
Attach photographs and maps to application
Continuation sheets attached: El yes [] no
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR OMB Approved
No. 1024-0009
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
NPS Office Use Only
NRIS No:
HISTORIC PRESERVATION CERTIFICATION APPLICATION
PART 2 - DESCRIPTION OF REHABILITATION
NPS Office Use Only
Project No:
Instructions: Read the instructions carefully before completing the applications. No certifications will be made unless a completed application form has been
received. Type or pnnt clearly in black ink If additional space is needed, use continuation sheets or attach blank sheets. A copy of this form may be provided to
the Internal Revenue Service. The decision by the National Park Service with respect to certification is made on the basis of the descriptions In this application
form. In the event of any discrepancy between the application form and other, supplementary material submitted with it (such as architectural plans, drawings,
and specifications), the application form shall take precedence.
1. Name of Property:
Address of Property: Street
County State Zip_
] Listed individually in the National Register of Historic Places; give date of listing:
[] Located in a Registered Historic District; specify:
Has a Part 1 Application (Evaluation of Significance) been submitted for this project? [] yes L] no
If yes, date Part 1 submitted: Date of certification: NPS Project Number:
2. Data on building and rehabilitation project:
Date building constructed: Total number of housing units before rehabilitation:
Type of construction: Number that are low-moderate income:
Use(s) before rehabilitation: Total number of housing units after rehabiltation:
Proposed use(s) after rehabilitation:
Estimated cost of rehabilitation,.
This application covers phase number _ of _ phases
Project/phase start date (est):
Number that are low-moderate income:
Floor area before rehabilitation:
Floor area after rehabilitation:
Completion date (eaL):_
3. Project contact:
Name
Street
State Zip Daytime Telephone Number
4. Owner:
I hereby attest that the information I have provided is, to the best of my knowledge, correct, and that I own the property described above. I understand that
falsification of factual representations in this application is subject to criminal sanctions of up to $10,000 in fines or imprisonment for up to five years
pursuant to 18 US.C. 1001
Name Signature Date
Organization
Social Security or Taxpayer Identification Number
Street City
State Zip Daytime Telephone Number
NPS Office Use Only
The National Park Service has reviewed the 'Historic Certification Application - Part 2" for the above-named property and has determined:
O that the rehabilitation described herein is consistent with the historic character of the property or the district in which it is located and that the project meets
the Secretary of the Interior's "Standards for Rehabilitation.' This letter is a preliminary determination only, since a format certification of rehabilitation can
be issued only to the owner of a "certified historic structure" after rehabilitation work is completed.
IJ that the rehabilitation or proposed rehabilitation will meet the Secretary of the Interior's "Standards for Rehabilitation" if the attached conditions are met.
O that the rehabilitation described herein is not consistent with the historic character of the property or the district in which it is located and that the project
does not meet the Secretary of the Interior's "Standards for Rehabilitation." A copy of this form will be provided to the Internal Revenue Service.
Date
[] See Attachments
National Park Service Authorized Signature National Park Service Office/Telephone No.
Form 10-168a
Rev. 12/90
I. =1
HISTORIC PRESERVATION
CERTIFICATION APPLICATION -
PART 2 NPS Office Use Only
Project Number:
Property Address
5. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF REHABILITATION I PRESERVATION WORK - Includes site work, new construction, alterations, etc. Complete blocks below.
Number Architectural feature
Approximate Date of feature
Describe existing feature and its condition:
Photo no. Drawing no
+
Number Architectural feature
2
Approximate Date of feature
Describe existing feature and its condition*
Photo no. Drawing no
Number . Architectural feature
3
Approximate Date of feature
Describe existing feature and its condition:
Photo no._______ ____ Drawing no
Number Architectural feature __________________
1Approximate Date of feature_________________
Describe existing feature and its condition:
Drawing no
Describe work and impact on existing feature:
Describe work and impact on existing feature:
Describe work and impact on existing feature:
Describe work and impact on existing feature:
Property Name
I
Photo n~o.
Form 10-168a UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR OMB Approved
Rev. 12/90 No, 1024-0009
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
HISTORIC PRESERVATION CERTIFICATION APPLICATION
REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATION OF COMPLETED WORK
PART 3
NPS Office Use Only
"NRI No:
Instructions Upon completion of the rehabilitation, return this form with representative photographs of the completed work (both exterior and interior views) to
the appropriate reviewing office. If a Part 2 application has not been submitted in advance of project completion, it must accompany the Request for Certification
of Completed Work. A copy of this form will be provided to the Internal Revenue Service. Type or print clearly in black ink. The decision of the National Park
Service with respect to certification is made on the basis of the descriptions in this application form. In the event of any discrepancy between the application form
and other, supplementary material submitted with it (such as architectural plans, drawings and specifications), the application form shall take precedence.
1. Name of Property:
Address of Property: Street
City County State Zip_
Is property a certified historic structure? l yes 0 no If yes, dale of certification by NPS:
or date of listing in the National Register_.
2. Data on rehabilitation project:
National Park Service assigned rehabilitation project number:
Project starting date'
Rehabilitation work on this property was completed and the building placed in service on:
Estimated costs attributed solely to rehabilitation of the historic structure: $
Estimate costs attributed to new construction associated with the
rehabilitation, including additions, site work, parking lots, landscaping: $
3. Owner: (space on reverse for additional owners)
I hereby apply for certification of rehabilitation work described above for purposes of the Federal tax incentives. I hereby attest that the information
provided is, to the best of my knowledge, correct, and that, in my opinion the completed rehabilitation meets the Secretary's "Standards for Rehabilitation"
and is consistent with the work described in Part 2 of the Historic Preservation Certification Application. I also attest that I own the property described
above. I understand that falsification of factual representations in this application is subject to criminal sanctions of up to $10,000 in fines or imprisonment
for up to five years pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 1001.
Name _ Signature Date:
Organization
Social Security or Taxpayer Identification Number
Street City
State Zip Daytime Telephone Number
NPS Office Use Only
The National Park Service has reviewed the "Historic Certification Application - Part 2' for the above-listed "certified historic structure" and has determined:
0 that the completed rehabilitation meets the Secretary of the Interior's "Standards for Rehabilitation and is consistent with the historic character of the
property orthe district in which it is located. Effective the date indicated below, the rehabilitation of the "certified historic structure" is hereby designated a
"certified rehabilitation," A copy of this certification has been provided to the Department of the Treasury in accordance with Federal law, This letter of
certification is to be used in conjunction with appropriate Internal Revenue Service regulations. Questions concerning specific tax consequences or
interpretation of the Internal Revenue Code should be addressed to the appropriate local Internal Revenue Service office, Completed projects may be
inspected by an authorized representative of the Secretary to determine if the work meets the "Standards for Rehabilitation." The Secretary reserves the
right to make inspections at any time up to five years after completion of the rehabilitation and to revoke certification, if it is dertemined that the
rehabilitation project was not undertaken as presented by the owner in the application form and supporting documentation, or the owner, upon obtaining
certification, undertook unapproved further alterations as part of the rehabilitation project inconsistent with the Secretary's " Standards for Rehabilitation,'
El that the rehabilitation is not consistent with the historic character of the property or the district in which it is located and that the project does not meet the
Secretary of the Interior's "Standards for Rehabilitation-" A copy of this form will be provided to the Internal Revenue Service
Date National Park Service Authorized Signature National Park Service Office/Telephone No,
[] See Attachments
REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATION OF COMPLETED WORK, continued
NPS Project No.
Additional Owners:
Name
Street
City
Social Security or Taxpayer Identification Number:
State Zip .
Name
Street
City
Social Security or Taxpayer Identification Number:
Name
Street
City
Social Security or Taxpayer Identification Number:
Name
Street
City
Social Security or Taxpayer Identification Number:
Name
Street
City
Social Security or Taxpayer Identification Number:
State Zip
_ State Zip,
State Zip
State Zip
Name
Street
City
Social Security or Taxpayer Identification Number.
State Zip
Name
Street
City
Social Security or Taxpayer Identification Number:
Stale Zip
Form 10-168b
Rev. 12190
OMB Approved
No. 1024-0009
NTINUATION / AMENDMENT SHEET
Historic Preservation
Certification ApplicationProperty Name
Property Address
Instructions. Read the instruction carefully before completing. Type, or print clearly in black ink. Use this sheet to continue sections of the
Part 1 and Part 2 application, or to amend an application already submitted. Photocopy additional sheets as needed.
This sheet: flontinues Part I Ocontinues Part 2 Damends Part 1 0 amends Part 2 NPS Project Number:
Name Signature
Street City
State Zip Daytime Telephone Number
Date
NPS Office Use Only
03 The National Park Service has determined that these project amendments meet the Secretary of the Interior's "Standards for
Rehabilitation."
0i The National Park Service has determined that these project amendments will meet the Secretary of the Interior's "Standard for
Rehabilitation" if the attached conditions are met.
[O The National Park Service had determined that these project amendments do not meet the Secretary of the Interior's "Standards for
Rehabilitation."
Date National Park Service Authorized Signature
D See Attachments
National Park Service Office/Telephone No.
CONTINUATION / AMENDMENT SHEET
Historic Preservation
Property Name Certification Application
Property Address
Form 10-168b
Rev. 12/90
OMB Approved
No. 1024-0009
CONTINUATION I AMENDMENT SHEET
Historic Preservation
Certification ApplicationProperty Name
Property Address
Instructions. Read the instruction carefully before completing. Type, or print clearly in black ink. Use this sheet to continue sections of the
Part 1 and Part 2 application, or to amend an application already submitted. Photocopy additional sheets as needed.
This sheet: Ocontinues Part 1 [Ocontinues Part 2 Llamends Part 1 F amends Part 2 NPS Project Number-_
iam I i_ _ _J__ _ IOLU ___ LdLd
Stre.t C.itv
State Zip Daytime Telephone Number
NPS Office Use Only
Q The National Park Service has determined that these project amendments meet the Secretary of the Interior's "Standards for
Rehabilitation."
El The National Park Service has determined that these project amendments will meet the Secretary of the Interior's "Standard for
Rehabilitation" if the attached conditions are met.
"l The National Park Service had determined that these project amendments do not meet the Secretary of the Interior's "Standards for
Rehabilitation."
Date
El See Attachments
National Park Service Authorized Signature National Park Service Office/Telephone No.
J
CONTINUATION / AMENDMENT SHEET
Historic Preservation
Property Name Certification Application
Property Address
Exhibit C
Virginia Historic Rehabilitation Application Forms

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORIC RESOURCES
STATE HISTORIC REHABILITATION TAX CREDIT PROGRAM
HISTORIC PRESERVATION CERTIFICATION APPLICATION
PART 1 - EVALUATION OF SIGNIFICANCE
DHR Project No:
Instructions: Read the instructions carefully before completing application. No certification will be made unless a completed application
form has been received. Type or print clearly in black ink- If additional space is needed, use continuation sheets or attach blank sheets.
Please note that for properties listed individually in the Virginia Landmarks Register, Evaluation of Significance is not required;
however, for all properties the first page of this form is to be used to request state creditsfor projects for which application is made for
both state and federal credits.
1. Name of property:
Address of property:
Name of historic district:
Street:
City: County: State: VA Zip:
2. Check nature of request:
I] Certification that the building contributes to the significance of the above-named historic district for the purpose of
rehabilitation.
El Preliminary determination for individual listing in the Virginia Landmarks Register.
F1 Preliminary determination that a building outside the period or area of significance contributes to the significance of
the district.
3. Project contact:
Name:
Street: City:
State: Zip Daytime Telephone
4. Owner
Name:
Organization:
Social Security or Taxpayer Identification Number:
Street:
Signature: Date:
City:
DHR Form 'C-1; Revised 8102
State: Zip Daytime Telephone 1'
Page I of 2
HISTORIC PRESERVATION CERTIFICATION APPLICATION
PART 1 - EVALUATION OF SIGNIFICANCE
Property Name
Property Address
DHR Project No.:
5. Description of physical appearance:
Date of construction: Source of date:
Date(s) of alteration(s):
Has building been moved? ] yes El no If so, when?
6. Statement of significance:
7. Photographs and maps:
Attach photographs and maps to application.
Are continuation sheets attached? ? 11 yes El no
DHR Form TC-1; Revised 8/02 Page 2 of 2
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORIC RESOURCES
STATE HISTORIC REHABILITATION TAX CREDIT PROGRAM
HISTORIC PRESERVATION CERTIFICATION APPLICATION
PART 2 - DESCRIPTION OF REHABILITATION
DHR Project No.:
Instructions: Read the instructions carefully before completing application. No certification will be made unless a completed application
form has been received. Type or print clearly in black ink. If additional space is needed, use continuation sheets or attach blank sheets. A
copy of this form may be provided to the Virginia Department of Taxation. The decision by the Virginia Department of Historic
Resources with respect to certification is made on the basis of the descriptions in this application form. In the event of any discrepancy
between the application form and other, supplementary material submitted with it (such as architectural plans, drawings and
specifications), the application form shall take precedence.
1. Name of property:
Address of property: Street
City County State VA Zip
Listed individually in the Virginia Landmarks Register: give date of listing:
Located in a Registered Historic District: specify:
El Has a Part I Application (Evaluation of Significance) been submitted for this project? Iles Do
If yes, date Part 1 submitted: Date of certification:
NPS Project Number (if application for federal tax credits submitted):
2. Data on building and rehabilitation project:
Date building constructed: Total number of housing units before rehabilitation:
Type of construction: Number that are low-moderate income:
Use(s) before rehabilitation: Total number of housing units after rehabilitation:
Proposed use(s) after rehabilitation: Number that are low-moderate income:
Estimated cost of rehabilitation: Floor area before rehabilitation:
This application covers phase number __ of phases Floor area after rehabilitation:
Project/phase start date (est.)- Completion date (est.):
3. Project contact:
Name
Street
State Zip Daytime Telephone Number
4. Owner:
Name
Organization
Social Security or Taxpayer Identification Number
Street
Signature Date
City-
State Zip Daytime Telephone Number
DHR Form TC-2. Revised 8/02 Page I of 7
HISTORIC PRESERVATION
CERTIFICATION APPLICATION
PART 2
Property Name
Property Address
DHR Project Number:
5. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF REHABILITATION/PRESERVATION WORK - Includes site work, new
construction, alterations, etc. Complete below
Number 1. Describe work and impact on existing feature:
Architectural feature
Approximate date of feature
Describe existing feature and its condition:
Photo no. Drawing no.
Number 2. Describe work and impact on existing feature:
Architectural feature
Approximate date of feature
Describe existing feature and its condition:
Photo no. Drawing no.
Number 3. Describe work and impact on existing feature:
Architectural feature
Approximate date of feature
Describe existing feature and its condition:
Photo no. Drawing no.
Number 4. Describe work and impact on existing feature:
Architectural feature
Approximate date of feature
Describe existing feature and its condition:
Photo no. Drawing no.
DHR Form TC-2; Revised 8/02 Page 2 of 7
CONTINUATION/AMENDMENT SHEET
Historic Preservation
Certification Application
Property Name:
Property Address
Instructions. Read the instructions carefully before completing. Type, or print clearly in black ink. Use this sheet to continue sections of
the Part 1 and Part 2 application, or to amend an application already submitted. Photocopy additional sheets as needed.
This sheet: 0 continues Part 1 continues Part 2 E] amends Part 2 DHR Project Number:
Name Signature Date
Street City
State Zip Daytime Telephone Number
[ See Attachments
DHR Form TC-21 Revised 8/02 Page 7 of 7

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORIC RESOURCES
STATE HISTORIC REHABILITATION TAX CREDIT PROGRAM
HISTORIC PRESERVATION CERTIFICATION APPLICATION
PART 3 - REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATION OF COMPLETED WORK
DHR Project No.
Instructions: Upon completion of the rehabilitation, submit this form with photographs of the completed work (both exterior and interior views),
together with the appropriate review fee. If a Part 2 application has not been previously submitted, it must accompany this Request for Certification of
Completed Work. Type or print clearly in black ink. The decision by the Virginia Department of Historic Resources (DHR) with respect to certification
is made on the basis of the descriptions in this application form. In the event of any discrepancy between the application form and other, supplementary
material submitted with it (such as architectural plans, drawings, and specifications), the application form shall take precedence.
Data on property:
Name of property:
Address of property Street:
City: State: Virginia Zip:
Is this property a certified historic structure? Li Yes ri No
_i Individually listed on the Virginia Landmarks Register
Li Certified as contributing structure in listed historic district (attach DHR letter of certification)
u Certified as eligible for individual listing on the Virginia Landmarks Register (attach DHR letter of certification)
Data on rehabilitation project:
Project starting date:
This application covers number of phases.
Date of final Certificate of Occupancy (or, if no Certificate of Occupancy was issued, date rehabilitation work was completed):
Costs attributed solely to the rehabilitation of the historic structure:
$ (If over $100,000 attach CPA certification)
Costs attributed to new construction associated with the rehabilitation, including additions, site work, parking lots, landscaping:
Assessed value of the building in the year prior to the start of the rehabilitation project:$
As defined under §58.1-339.2, the building: LI is owner-occupied L1 is not owner-occupied
Following rehabilitation, the building will be used for:
0 Owner-occupied single-family residence
.. Rental housing
LU Market rate Number of units:
11 Low/moderate income Number of units:
[] Assisted living Number of units:
Li Office/commercial space
[] Retail space
IJ Industrial space
[I Hotel/Bed and Breakfast/Inn
I; Other:
DHR Form TC-3; Revised 8/02 Page I of 2
Signature: Date:
0] See Attachments
DHR Form TC-3; Revised 8/02
Data on ownership and Request for Certification:
I hereby apply for certification of rehabilitation work described above for purposes of the State tax incentives. I declare under penalty of
law that the information provided is, to the best of my knowledge, correct, and that in my opinion the completed rehabilitation meets the
Secretary's "Standards for Rehabilitation" and is consistent with the work described in Part 2 of the Historic Preservation Certification
Application.
Name:
(If there is more than one owner, Disclosure of Ownership Form must be attached.)
Organization:
Street:
City: State: Zip:
Social Security or Taxpayer Identification Number:
I attest that I have, or am the authorized representative of an entity that has, a possessory interest in the property:
O I am the owner or an authorized representative of the owner. (Attach list of additional owners if necessary.)
LI I am a lessee or an authorized representative of a lessee which actually incurred the rehabilitation expenditures.
[0 The credit is being claimed under a landlord-tenant pass-through arrangement. I am a lessee or an authorized representative of a
lessee under a lease term of 5 years or longer.
Page 2 of 2
Exhibit D
IRS Form 8283 (Noncash Charitable Contributions)

Form 8283
(Rev. October 1998)
flsrArtmenr o~f the Treasury
Noncash Charitable Contributions
w Attach to your tax return if you claimed a total deduction
of over $500 for all contributed property.
OMB No. 1545-0908
Attachment
I" ............. S equence No. 33aInternal Revenue Service 1 See separate instructions.
Name(s) shown on your income tax return Identifying number
Note: Figure the amount of your contribution deduction before completing this form. See your tax return instructions.
Section A-List in this section only items (or groups of similar items) for which you claimed a deduction of $5,000 or
less. Also, list certain publicly traded securities even if the deduction is over $5,000 (see instructions).
*I'. l Information on Donated Property-If you need more space, attach a statement.
(a) Name and address of the (b) Description of donated property
donee organization
A
B
C
D
E
Note: If the amount you claimed as a deduction for an item is $500 or less, you do not have to complete columns (d), (e), and (.
(c) Date of the (d) Date acquired (e) How acquired (f0 Donor's cost . (h) Method used to determine the fair
a contribution by donor (mo., yr.) by donor or adjusted basis market valueA
B
C
D
E
[no -other Information-Co-malete line 2 if you gave less than an entire interest in property listed in Part 1.
Comp lete line 3 if conditions were attached to a contribution listed in Part I.
2 If, during the year, you contributed less than the entire interest in the property, complete lines a-e.
a Enter the letter from Part I that identifies the property 10 - If Part 11 applies to more than one property, attach a
separate statement.
b Total amount claimed as a deduction for the property listed in Part 1: (1) For this tax year 111
(2) For any prior tax years Pi
c Name and address of each organization to which any such contribution was made in a prior year (complete only if different
from the donee organization above):
Name of charitable organization (donee)
Address (number, street, and room or suite no.)
City or town, state, and ZIP code
d For tangible property, enter the place where the property is located or kept •___
e Name of any person, other than the donee organization, having actual possession of the property 0-
3 If conditions were attached to any contribution listed in Part I, answer questions a - c and attach the required
statement (see instructions),
a Is there a restriction, either temporary or permanent, on the donee's right to use or dispose of the donated Yes No
property? ............... ...................................
b Did you give to anyone (other than the donee organization or another organization participating with the donee
organization in cooperative fundraising) the right to the income from the donated property or to the possession 0 1'
of the property, including the right to vote donated securities, to acquire the property by purchase or otherwise, -.
or to designate the person having such income, possession, or right to acquire? ..
c Is there a restriction limiting the donated property for a particular use?. . .........
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see page 4 of separate instructions. Cat, No. 62299J Form 8283 (Rev. 10-98)
F •m88 Rv 1098 PeeIdetfignmeName(s) shown on your income tax return
Section B-Appraisal Summary-List in this section only items (or groups of similar items) for which you claimed a
deduction of more than $5,000 per item or group. Exception. Report contributions of certain publicly
traded securities only in Section A.
If you donated art, you may have to attach the complete appraisal. See the Note in Part I below.
IWOMll Information on Donated Property-To be completed by the taxpayer and/or appraiser.
4 Check type of property:
El Art* (contribution of $20,000 or more) El Real Estate El Gems/Jewelry El Stamp Collections
E Art* (contribution of less than $20,000) El Coin Collections El Books 0l Other
*Art includes paintings, sculptures. watercolors, prints, drawings, ceramics, antique furniture, decorative arts, textiles, carpets, silver, rare
manuscripts, historical memorabilia, and other similar objects.
Note: if your total art contribution deduction was $20,000 or more, you must attach a complete copy of the signed appraisal. See instructions-
5 (a) Description of donated property (if you need (b) If tangible propery was donated, give a brief summary of the overall (c) Appraised fair
more space, attach a separate statement) physical condition at the time of the gift market value
A
B
D
(d) Date acquired (e) How acquired (f) Donor's cost or (g) For bargain sales, enter See instructions
by donor (mo., yr.) by donor adjusted basis amount received (h) Amount claimed as a (1) Average trading pricededuction of securities
A
B
IC
D!
II Ml Taxpayer (Donor) Statement-List each item included in Part I above that the appraisal identifies as
having a value of $500 or less. See instructions.
I declare that the following item(s) included in Part I above has to the best of my knowledge and belief an appraised value of not more than $500
(per item). Enter identifying letter from Part I and describe the specific item. See instructions. 10
Sionature of taxpayer (donor) • Date N.
lu -illllu ueclaration or o~ralser
I declare that I am not the donor, the donee, a party to the transaction in which the donor acquired the property, employed by, or related to any
of the foregoing persons, or married to any person who is related to any of the foregoing persons. And, if regularly used by the donor, donee, or
party to the transaction, I performed the majority of my appraisals during my tax year for other persons.
Also, I declare that I hold myself out to the public as an appraiser or perform appraisals on a regular basis; and that because of my qualifications
as described in the appraisal, I am qualified to make appraisals of the type of property being valued. I certify that the appraisal fees were not based
on a percentage of the appraised property value. Furthermore, I understand that a false or fraudulent overstatement of the property value as
described in the qualified appraisal or this appraisal summary may subject me to the penalty under section 6701(a) (aiding and abetting the
understatement of tax liability). I affirm that I have not been barred from presenting evidence or testimony by the Director of Practice.
Sign
Here Signature •
Business address (including room or suite no.)
Title I. Date of appraisal l
Identifying number
City or town, state, and ZIP code
I11TijV _ Donee Acknowledgment-To be completed by the charitable organization.
This charitable organization acknowledges that it is a qualified organization under section 170(c) and that it received the donated
property as described in Section B, Part I, above on Il (Date)(Date)
Furthermore, this organization affirms that in the event it sells, exchanges, or otherwise disposes of the property described in Section
B, Part I (or any portion thereof) within 2 years after the date of receipt, it will file Form 8282, Donee Information Return, with the
IRS and give the donor a copy of that form. This acknowledgment does not represent agreement with the claimed fair market value.
Does the organization intend to use the property for an unrelated use? . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . l Yes [ No
Name of charitable organization (donee) Employer identification number
Address (number, street, and room or suite no.) City or town, state, and ZIP code
Authorized signature Title I Date
Si nature of taXDaver (donor) lo.4
StM.MlIn Declaration or Appraiser
Page 2Forin 8283 (Rev. 10-98)
I Identifying number
Exhibit E
Form LPC (Virginia Land Preservation Tax Credit Notification Form)
E-1
99999.000309 RICHMOND 1510523v9

Form
LPC
Virginia Land PreservationTax Credit III 111111II 1lll II
Notification Form 11111111111111 li111Il1l1111ll
Acknowledgment of receipt by the Department of Taxation of this notification form does
not constitute certification, approval, or validation of the donation or of the credit valuation. Virginia Department of Taxation
See instructions as to when to submit Form LPC. To avoid delays at the time of annual return Tax Credit Administration Unit
processing, Form LPC should be filed by the credit holder within 90 days of the credit origination PO Box 715
or the transfer of the credit, but at least 60 days before filing your annual return. Richmond, VA 23218-0715
The sale or transfer of tax credits may have income tax consequences for the
credit holder and transferee. Consult your attorney, your tax professional, orthe IRS. For Assistance, Call
Before completing Form LPC, please read the instructions. 804-786-2992
Reason For Submitting This Form - Check One
E Donation creating an original Land Preservation Credit
* Complete Sections 1, 11 and V.
* In the event that there is more than one credit holder, either because of multiple owners of the donated property or pass-through entity, complete
Section VI listing all credit holders.
* Attach a copy of the FULL appraisal, a copy of the recorded deed and a copy of a signed, completed IRS Form 8283, (see instructions).
E1 Transfer of a Land Preservation Credit
* Complete Sections I, Ill, and a separate Section IV and V for each transferee. If a transferree is a pass-through entity, Section VI should be
completed and attached.
• Property donation must have occurred on or after January 1, 2002.
Seto I - Curn Crdi Hode Inorato
A.) Entity Type Check One
L1 Individual Taxpayer F] Multiple Taxpayers
1] Corporation F] Pass-through Entity
] Other Entity- Specify
B.) Credit Holder Name C.) Credit Holder Identification Number
[ SSN
C FEIN
.) Street Address Or PO Box CiIstate ZPCd
E.) Contact Name, If Different From Above F.) Phone Number
A.) Type Of Donaton - Check One B.) Bargain Sale - Check One C.) Number Of Acres .) Date Acquired
El Land ] Easement ] No
L] Yes 4f Yes, Enter Amount Received)
$ .00
E.) Locabon Street Address City ]State ZIP Code
F.) Name Of Eligible Conservation Agency Receiving Donation G-) Junsdiction Donation Was Recorded H.) Date Recorded
1.) Appraisal Company Name J.) Company's FEIN Or SSN K.) Company's Phone Number I L.) Appraiser's Name
M.) Appraised Value Of Donation IN.) Appraisal Date 0.'Cedit AmountP. Assessed Value Per Acre 0.) Appraised Value Per Acre
A.) Original Credit Value Or Value Of Credit At Transfer To Current Credit Holder $ .0c
B.) Total Credit Amount Claimed By Current Credit Holder On Previous Returns - $ .0(
C.) Total Credit Amount Previously Transferred $ .0(
D.)Amount Of Unused Credit (A Minus B Minus C) .0
E.) Amount Of Unused Credit To Be Retained By Current Credit Holder $ .0
I F.)Amount Of Unused Credit To Be Transferred In Section IV (D Minus E) = $ .00
Va Dept. of Taxsaon LPC W (Rev 2/05)
Form LPC
Page 2
Virginia Land Preservation Tax Credit
Notification Form
.l Date Of Credit Transfer
I Illl~iI~lllllllllllllli linulnin1111
B.) Credit Amount Transferred (Cannot Exceed Sec. IlI, F)
1 $
Z. ) Sale Price Of Credit .) Original Credit Transacton Number E.) Year Credit Expires$ .00
F.) Entity Type Of Transferee - Check One
[] Individual Taxpayer 0] Pass-through Entity (Also complete Section VI)
0] Corporation ] Other Entity - Specify
G.) Transferee Name H.) Transferee Identification Number
E] SSN
] FEIN
I.) Transferee Street Address Or PO Box
IState
I (we) the undersigned declare, under the penalties provided by law, that this form (including any accompanying schedules and statements)
has been examined by me (us) and is, to the best of my (our) knowledge and belief, a tre, correct, and complete notification form, made in
good faith pursuant to the income tax laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia. I (we) understand that the Department of Taxation will record theinformation submitted on this notification; however, acceptance of this notification form does not constitute certification, app oval,
or validation of the donation or valuation of this credit by the Department of Taxation. If a person other than the taxpayer
prepares this notification, their declaration is based on all information of which they have knowledge
[] authorize the Department of Taxation to discuss my notification form with the contact person listed in section ,
IV, or VI and my broker, if applicable.
Signature., Of: Crdi HodrSignature Of Credit Holder
2 0 , in th e (C ity C o u n ty ) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , o f V irg in ia .
Notary Public signature Date
otary Public Name Printed 
My Commission Expires
Signature Of Broker Or Representative 
Print Name Date
Address Of Broker Or Representative 
Broer FEIN one Number
Office Use Only:
Va. Dept. of Taxaton LPC W (Rev 2105)
iSection IV - Transfer Information
Virginia Land Preservation Tax Credit
Notification Form 1111111 NUlI III H I I 1111 H I
For an original Land Preservation Tax Credit, provide the information requested for each person or entity. If you are a pass-through entity (such as an
S Corporation), provide the information requested for each person or entity receiving a credit amount.
For a transfer to a pass-through entity, list the name of the entity and attach SectionlV providing its information.
Attach additional pages, if needed.
Amount Of Credit To Be Distributed
* For an original Land Preservation Tax Credit, the total amount cannot exceed the amount shown In Section II, 0. $ .00
For a transfer, the total Land Preservation Tax Credit amount cannot exceed the amount shown in Section IV, B.
For A Pass-Through Entity. Name rEIN Phone Number
For A Pass-Through Tax Entity, Do You Have A Tax Matters Representative's P hone Number Onginal Credit Transaction Number (If Known)
Representative? E] No C] Yes (If Yes, Enter Name)
Credit Holder Information Amount
Name SSN/FEIN
Street Address Or PO Box Entity Type
City, State. ZIP Phone Number
1_ 00
Name SSNIFEIN
Street Address Or PO Box Entity Type2
City, State, ZIP Phone Number
00
Name SSN/FEIN
Street Address Or PO Box Entity Type
3
City, State. ZIP Phone Number
_1 00
Name SsN/FEIN
Street Address Or PO Box Entity Type
4
City, State, ZIP Phone Number
00
Name SSN/FEIN
Street Address Or PO Box Entity Type5
City, State, ZIP Phone Number
1 00
Name SSN/FEIN
Street Address Or PO Box Entity Type
6
City, State, ZIP Phone Number
00
Total
Va Depl of Ta-won LPG W (Rev 2105)
Form LPC
Page 3

Virginia Form LPC Instructions
Land Preservation Tax Credit Notification Form
Purpose of Form LPC
Individual and corporate taxpayers may claim a credit against
their tax liability for the donation of land or interest in land
to an eligible public or private conservation agency. The
credit is an amount equal to 50% of the fair market value of
any land or interest in land. The donation must be conveyed
as an unconditional donation in perpetuity by the taxpayer
to an eligible public or private conservation agency for
conservation or preservation purposes. Additionally, the land
or interest in land, must be located in Virginia and conveyed
for the purpose of agricultural and forestal use, open space,
natural resource, and/or biodiversity conservation, or land,
agricultural, watershed and/or historic preservation.
Qualified donations made on or after January 1, 2002, may
be transferred to another taxpayer. The transfer of the credit
must be completed before the end of a tax year in order to
use the credit for that year.
Form LPC is used to notify the Virginia Department of
Taxation of a Land Preservation Credit created following
an eligible donation or the transfer of an existing Land
Preservation Credit to another taxpayer.
When to Submit Form LPC
To avoid delays in the processing of your annual return,
Form LPC should be submitted to the Department within
90 days of the credit origination or the transfer of the credit,
but at least 60 days before you file your annual return and
claim the credit.
Upon receipt of your Form LPC, the Department will record
the transaction and provide the credit holder and, if
applicable, the transferee with an acknowledgment of
receipt.
Please note that this letter does not constitute the Department
oftaxation's approval of the amount of the Land Preservation
Tax Credit that may be claimed. The amount of the tax credit
identified above is subject to subsequent review and audit
by the Department and may ultimately be disallowed, either
in whole or in part. The stated amount of the tax credit is
based solely upon information supplied by the donor to
establish the fair market value of the donation on which
your credit is based. The value of the donation is subject to
challenge by federal and state tax authorities.
The Virginia Department of Taxation makes no express or
implied warranties that any tax benefits will be available to
the donor, or to anyone to whom a Land Preservation Tax
Credit is transferred or re-transferred. The Department will
notify you further only if any portion of your credit is
disallowed or otherwise adjusted by the Department. Such
notification may be issued either before or after you file an
income tax return claiming the credit, subject to the statute
of limitations.
Va. Dept. of Taxation LPC W (Rev 2/05) p
In addition, the sale or transfer of tax credits may have
income tax consequences for the credit holder and the
transferee. You are encouraged to consult your attorney, tax
professional, or the Internal Revenue Service for advice.
How to Complete Form LPC
Reason for Submitting this Form
Check the appropriate box to indicate if Form LPC is being
submitted to notify the Department of a donation creating
an original Land Preservation Credit or if you are transferring
an existing credit to another taxpayer.
A separate Form LPC should be filed for each donation
because each donation is tracked by a credit number.
A separate Form LPC should be filed for each credit number
transferred. Failure to file by credit number will delay
processing of your transfer request.
Section I - Current Credit Holder Information
Section I must always be completed
A.) Entity Type - Check the box indicating the entity type
of the current credit holder(s).
. Individual Taxpayer - Check this box if the current
credit holder is a single taxpayer or married
taxpayers filing joint returns in Virginia.
. Multiple Taxpayers - Check this box if the
donation was made by tenants in common. Complete
Section VI listing each credit holder and their
respective credit amount. Continue to Section Ii.
- Corporation- Check this box if the credit holder
is a C corporation.
- Pass-Through Entity -Check this box ifthe credit
holder is a partnership, S corporation, limited
liability company, or business trust. Complete
Section I by providing information on the pass-
through entity. In addition, complete Section VI
listing each person or entity that will receive a
portion of the credit and that person's or entity's
credit amount.
. Other Entity Check this box for other entity types.
Please specify the entity type in the space provided.
Complete Section VI, if applicable.
B.) Credit Holder Name- Enter the name of the current
credit holder. If the donated land, or credit, was owned
jointly by married taxpayers, enter the name of each
taxpayer.
age 1
C.) Credit Holder Identification Number- Enter the
credit holder's social security number (SSN) or, for
businesses including corporations, pass-through
entities and working farms, the federal employer
identification number (FEIN) is required If the
donated land, or credit, was owned jointly by married
taxpayers, enter the SSN of each taxpayer.
D.) Address - Enter the address for the current credit
holder.
E.) Contact Name - Enter the name of the person that
the Department should contact to answer questions
regarding the information provided on Form LPC, if
different than the current credit holder.
F.) Phone Number- Enter the telephone number for
either the current credit holder or for the contact listed
in Section I (E).
Section II - Property and Credit Information
Complete Section II only if Form LPC is being submitted to
notify the Department of an original donation creating a Land
Preservation Credit. For transfer notifications, skip to
Section III.
A.) Type Of Donation - Check the appropriate box to
indicate the type of donation.
B.) Bargain Sale - Check the appropriate box to indicate
if it was a bargain sale. If yes, also enter the amount
received and provide proof of sale.
C.) Number Of Acres- Enter the number of acres.
D.) Date Acquired - Enter the date that the donated land
was acquired.
E.) Location Street Address - This section must be
completed. The address provided must be the physical
location of the land. The land must be located in
Virginia. Do not enter a post office box.
F.) Name of Public or Private Conservation Agency
Receiving Donation - Enter the name of the eligible
conservation agency that received the donation.
G.) Jurisdiction Donation was Recorded Enter the
name of the locality in Virginia where the transfer of
the land or interest in land was recorded.
H.) Date Recorded - Enter the date the transfer of the
land, or interest in land, was recorded.
I.) Appraisal Company Name Enter the name of the
company that appraised the donated land, or interest
in land.
J.) Company's FEIN Or SSN - Enter the Federal
Employer's Identification Number (FEIN) or Social
Security Number (SSN) of the company that appraised
the donated land, or interest in land.
K.) Company's Phone Number- Enter the phone number
of the company that appraised the donated land, or
interest in land.
L.) Appraiser's Name - Enter the name of the person
that appraised the donated land, or interest in land.
M.) Appraised Value Of Donation - Enter the fair market
value of the land or interest in land that is being
donated. The fair market value is the "qualified
appraisal" as prepared by a "qualified appraiser", as
those terms are defined under applicable federal law
and regulations governing charitable contributions.
N.) Appraisal Date - Enter the date that the appraisal of
the donated land, or interest in land, was completed.
0.) Credit Amount- Enter 50% of the amount recorded
in Section II (M) (rounded to whole dollars).
P.) Assessed Value Per Acre - Enter the most recent
assessed value per acre of the donated land, or donated
interest in land, prior to donation as determined by
the real estate assessor for the locality in which the
land is located.
Q.) Appraised Value Per Acre- Enter the appraised value
per acre of the donation using the qualified appraisal
value recorded in Section 11 (M). This should not
include improvements (dwellings).
Section III -Tax Credit Reconciliation for Credit
Transfers
Complete Section III only if Form LPC is being submitted
to notify the Department of a transfer of an existing credit
that originated on or after January 1, 2002. Use the line items
provided in Section III to determine the amount of credit
available for transfer.
Section IV - Transfer Information
For multiple taxpayers, complete a separate Page 2 (Sections
IV and V) for each transferee. If more than 20 transferees,
please submit a disc formatted to the same criteria as shown
in Section IV (A-K) and one Page 2 with Section V
completed. The total credit amount being transferred cannot
exceed the amount recorded in Section III, F.
Complete Section IV only if the credit originated on or after
January 1, 2002.
A.) Date of Transfer- Enter the date on which the credit
transfer is effective.
B.) Credit Amount Transferred- Enter the total amount
of credit being transferred (in whole dollars). If the
credit is being transferred to multiple taxpayers, enter
the total of all credits being transferred. The total
amount of transferred credit cannot exceed the amount
recorded in Section III (F).
C.) Sale Price of Credit - Enter the gross sale price of
the credit amount being transferred, if purchased.
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D.) Original Credit Number-Enter the number assigned
to the credit by the Department. When the original
credit holder donated eligible land or interest in land,
Form LPC should have been completed and submitted
to the Department and a credit number assigned to the
original credit. If the original credit number is
unavailable, contact the Tax Credit Administration Unit
at 804-786-2992 for assistance.
E.) Year Credit Expires - Enter the calendar year the
credit will expire. This information may be found on
the transferor's acknowledgment letter. The transfer
of a credit from one credit holder to another does not
extend the five year carry forward period.
F.) Entity Type of Transferee- Check the box indicating
the entity type of the transferee.
" Individual Taxpayer- Check this box if the
transferee is a single taxpayer or married taxpayers
filing joint returns in Virginia.
" Corporation -Check this box if the transferee is a
C corporation.
" Pass-through Entity - Check this box if the
transferee is a partnership, S corporation, limited
liability company, or business trust. The transferee
should complete Section VI listing each person or
entity that will receive a portion of the transferred
credit and that taxpayer's credit amount.
" Other Entity- Check this box for other entity types.
Please specify the entity type in the space provided.
Complete Section VI, if applicable.
G.) Transferee Name -Enter the name of the transferee.
If the credit was received by married taxpayers, enter
the name of each taxpayer.
H.) Transferee Identification Number- Enter the
transferee's social security number (SSN) or, for
corporations and pass-through entities, the transferee's
federal employer identification number (FEIN). If the
credit was received by married taxpayers, enter the
SSN of each taxpayer.
I.) Address - Enter the address of the transferee.
J.) Contact Name - Enter the name of the person that
the Department should contact to answer questions
regarding the information provided on Form LPC, if
different than the transferee.
K.) Phone Number- Enter the daytime telephone number
for either the transferee or for the contact listed in
Section IV (J).
Section V - Declaration, Signature, and
Notarization
The current credit holder who is notifying the Department
of an eligible donation or of a transfer is required to sign
Form LPC. Review the declaration carefully before signing
Form LPC. Form LPC must be signed in the presence of a
Notary.
If Form LPC is being submitted to notify the Department of
the transfer of an existing credit and the transfer of the credit
was a brokered transaction, the broker or credit holder's
representative who handled the transaction for the credit
holder is required to sign the Form LPC.
Section VI - Credit Allocation Schedule
This section should be used by multiple taxpayers and pass-
through entities to report the details of their credit
allocations. The total amount allocated in this section must
equal either the total credit amount in Section 11 (0) or the
total credit amount transferred in Section IV (B).
A pass-through tax entity may appoint a tax matters
representative whom the Tax Commissioner may consult
with regarding credits that have been allocated or transferred.
This representative may be a general partner, a member, a
manager or a shareholder. If a tax matters representative
has been appointed, check the "yes" box in Section VI and
enter the representative's name and phone number in the
appropriate boxes.
Attachment Requirements
For donations creating an original credit, attach
" A copy of the full appraisal;
" A copy of the recorded deed of donation; and
* A copy of the completed and signed IRS Form 8283 as
filed with the donor's federal income tax return that relates
to the property described in Section 11,
For donations or transfers involving multiple taxpayers and
pass-through entities, always attach a completed Section VI.
Where to Submit Form LPC
Mail your completed Form LPC to:
Virginia Department of Taxation
Tax Credit Administration Unit
P.O. Box 715
Richmond, VA 23218-0715
For assistance, call the Tax Credit Administration Unit at
(804) 786-2992.
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